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ABSTRACT
ESSAYS ON SOME COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS WITH INTERVAL DATA
Hande Yaman
M.S. in Industrial Engineering
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Mustafa Ç. Pınar
June, 1999

In this study, we investigate three well-known problems, the longest path
problem on directed acyclic graphs, the minimum spanning tree problem and
the single machine scheduling problem with total flow time criterion, where
the input data for all problems are given as interval numbers. Since optimal
solutions depend on the realization of the data, we define new optimality
concepts to aid decision making. VVe present characterizations for these
“optimal” solutions and suggest polynomial time algorithms to find them in
some special cases.

Key words: Longest Path Problem on Directed Acyclic Graphs, Minimum
Spanning Tree Problem, Single Machine Scheduling Problem with Total Flow
Time Criterion, Interval Data, Polynomial Time Algorithms
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ÖZET
VERİLERİ ARALIK SAYILAR OLAN BAZI EN İVİLEME
PROBLEMLERİ ÜZERİNE DENEMELER
Hande Yaman
Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Mustafa Ç. Pınar
Haziran, 1999

Bu çalışmada, verileri aralık sayılarla ifade edilen yönlü çevrimsiz çizgelerde
en uzun yol problemi, minimum kapsarağaç problemi ve tek makinada toplam
akış zamanını azlama problemi incelenmiştir. En iyi çözümler verilere bağlı
olduğundan yeni en iyi olma kavramları tanımlanmıştır. Bu “en iyi” çözümler
karakterize edilmiş ve bazı özel durumlarda bu çözümleri bulan polinom
zamanlı algoritmalar önerilmiştir.

Anahtar sözcükler: Yönlü Döngüsüz Ağlarda En Uzun Yol Problemi,
Minimum Kapsarağaç Problemi, Tek Makinada Toplam Akış Zamanını Azlama
Problemi, Aralık Sayılar, Polinom Zamanlı Algoritmalar
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C hapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we investigate three well-known problems, longest path problem
on acyclic directed graphs, minimum spanning tree problem and scheduling
problem on a single machine with total flow time criterion where the data
for all problems are represented by intervals. Deterministic versions of these
problems can be solved easily. We mainly focus on the longest path problem on
acyclic directed graphs with interval arc lengths and develop some new concepts
of optimality to aid decision making in the presence of uncertainty. We give
characterizations of these “optimal” solutions and suggest procedures to And
them in some special cases. We modify some of these results for minimum
spanning tree problem, and derive some basic results for the scheduling
problem.
The main motivation for studying the longest path problem on acyclic
directed graphs with interval data comes from critical path problem in project
management. Each project consists of activities that need to be performed
obeying some precedence constraints among these activities. These precedence
constraints can be represented by an acyclic directed graph where each arc
corresponds to an activity. When the durations of activities are point values,
it is direct to determine a critical path, and schedule activities accordingly. A
path is critical if and only if it is a longest path, and an activity is critical if
1
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and only if it is on a critical path. However, it is usually hard to determine
point values for the activity durations, as there are various uncertain elements
that may affect the activity durations during implementation.
We encounter two ways of dealing with uncertainty in project management
literature. One is PERT (Project Evaluation and Review Technique), which
approximates activity durations with beta distribution and suggests an easy
way of determining the critical path based on the mean durations.

There

are various criticisms and modifications on PERT in the literature, see for
example McCahon [7]. The second one is fuzzy project analysis, where activity
durations are fuzzy numbers, and critical activities are determined using fuzzy
arithmetic, (Rommelfanger [9], Nasution [8] and Chañas and Kamburowski [2]).
Lootsma [6] compares and criticizes these two methods in detail (also gives
further references) and concludes his discussion as follows; “ In summary,
we reject stochastic models in PERT planning when activity durations are
estimated by human experts. We hesitate to believe, however, that the fuzzy
arithmetic in its present form, should be sufficiently well established to model
the vagueness of human judgment.”
What we propose in this study differs from these two methods both in the way
we structure uncertainty and in the way we define criticality. We structure
uncertainty by taking activity durations as intervals defined by known lower
and upper bounds, and do not assume any probability distribution.

The

duration of an activity can take any value in its interval independent of the
other activities.

This way of defining activity durations is easy to model,

since we do not need much information compared to stochastic methods which
require the probability distribution functions and the fuzzy methods which
require the membership functions, that are hard to know in a nonrepetitive
environment.
Since in the presence of uncertainty, the critical path depends on the realization
of activity durations, we develop new concepts of criticality. These concepts
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are defined by Tansel and Scheuenstuhl [11]. We would like to distinguish
paths that are critical for all realizations and paths that are critical for some
realizations. We use this information and make a similar analysis for activities.
We would like to know which activities are critical for all realizations and which
activities are critical for some realizations.
Apart from the critical path problem, this analysis is useful for the longest
path problem on acyclic directed graphs with interval data. If there exists a
path which is a longest path for all realizations, then this path will solve the
problem. In case there does not exist such a path, then we would like to find
a path such that the error we make by picking that path as the solution will
be the smallest. Such a path is referred to as a robust path. We deal with
two common robustness measures. The first one called absolute robustness
considers the worst case length of a path. We would like to find a path whose
shortest length among all possible realizations is the maximum. The second
measure is relative robustness. This time we would like to find a path such that
the maximum difference between the length of the longest path and the length
of this path among all scenarios is minimum. These robustness measures are
defined in Kouvelis and Yu [4] for various problems. In the introduction of
their book, they motivate robust optimization in comparison with stochastic
programming, and state that robust solutions perform much better than the
solutions of stochastic programming in unique, nonrepetitive environments.
Different from our problem, the authors introduce uncertainty to the problem
by a discrete scenario set, where each scenario defines the lengths of all arcs.
They prove that the robust shortest path problems are NP-complete for discrete
scenario set and conjecture that the problems with interval data are also NPcomplete.
In the present thesis, we derive some basic results for robust path problems
with interval data and give a mixed integer programming formulation for the
relative robust path problem. We show that, knowing which arcs are always
on longest paths and which arcs are never on longest paths, we can preprocess
a given graph for robust path problems. So, the analysis we make for project
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management is useful for longest path problem. Since the longest path problem
is more general, we derive all results for the longest path problem, but give
interpretations of the results in terms of project management when necessary.
We do a similar analysis for the minimum spanning tree problem and the
scheduling problem on a single machine with total flow time criterion. We
define similar optimality concepts and give basic characterizations.
Kozina and Perepelista [5] have studied the minimum spanning tree problem
with interval edge costs. They have defined a relation order on the set of
feasible solutions and generated a Pareto set.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is devoted to the
longest path problem with interval arc lengths on directed acyclic graphs.
We determine which paths are longest for all realizations and which paths
are longest for some realizations. We also define absolute robust and relative
robust paths and derive some results for them. Then we investigate arcs, and
determine whether a given arc is on longest paths for all realizations or is on
longest paths for some realizations. We present mixed integer programming
formulations to solve both problems. In Chapter 3, we study the longest path
problem on layered graphs. We give polynomial time algorithms to solve arc
problems when the width of the layered graph is 2. In Chapter 4, we extend
our results to the minimum spanning tree problem with interval edge lengths.
We study the single machine scheduling problem with total flow time criterion
where processing times are intervals in Chapter 5. Finally, we give a conclusion
in Chapter 6.

C hapter 2
Longest P ath P roblem w ith
Interval D ata
In this chapter, we consider the longest path problem on a directed acyclic
graph G = {V,A). There are n nodes in the graph, where node 1 is the start
node and node n is the target node. We assume that G is topologically sorted,
that is for all (¿, j ) G A, we have i < j. In a directed acyclic graph, topological
sorting can be achieved in 0{m ) time [1], where m is the number of arcs. Also,
deterministic version of the longest path problem on directed acyclic graphs
can be solved in 0{m ) time [1].
We structure uncertainty by interval arc lengths. Arc {i,j) has length /,j within
the interval [lij,/,j] where

< 1,^. We assume that each value in the interval

can be realized by some positive probability. No probability distribution is
assumed for the arc lengths, lij is an arbitrary value in the interval
scenario s is a specification of all arc lengths. For scenario s,

A

denotes the

length of arc (¿,i).
P is the set of all paths from node 1 to node n.

denotes the length of

path p when the lengths of all arcs on it are at lower bounds and Ip denotes
the length of path p when the lengths of all arcs on p are at upper bounds. We
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the length of path p in scenario s.

A project consists of activities that need to be performed obeying some
precedence constraints.

The project is completed when all activities are

completed. A project network, which specifies the precedence constraints, can
be represented by a directed acyclic graph, where arcs correspond to activities
and nodes correspond to events. Activity (i,j) can be started when all activities
in {{k, i) : k Ç: V} have been completed. This type of a project network is called
an AOA (Activity on Arc) network. An activity represented by arc {i,j) has
duration kj G [Lijjij]·
We first analyze paths and check whether there exists a path in the graph
which is a longest path for all possible realizations of arc lengths. Then we
decide whether there exists a scenario for which a given path is a longest path.
We also define two robustness measures based on the worst case performances
of paths.
Next, we distinguish arcs which are always on longest paths, and arcs that
are never on a longest path. We give mixed integer programming formulations
to check whether a given arc is always on a longest path and a given arc is
never on a longest path. We show that this analysis can be used to preprocess
the graph for robust path problems.

2.1

P ath s

When interval arc lengths are introduced to the problem, the concept of being
a longest path is weakened, since the longest path depends on the realizations
of arc lengths. It is necessary to distinguish paths that are longest for all
realizations, paths that are longest for some realizations and paths that are
longest for no realization. When we think in terms of the longest path problem,
if there exists a path which is longest for all realizations, we should pick
that path. But if such a path does not exist, we may still need to choose
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a “best” path. In this case, we evaluate paths according to their worst case
performances.

2.1.1

P erm an en t P ath s

The first question we address is whether there exists a path which is longest for
all realizations or not. We call such a path "permanent and give a necessary and
sufficient condition for a path to be permanent. We also present polynomial
time procedures to decide whether there exists a permanent path or not.
D efinition 2.1 A path is a p e rm a n e n t p a th if it is a longest path for all
realizations of arc lengths.
The following theorem characterizes permanent paths.
T h eo re m 2.1 A path is a permanent path if and only if it is one of the longest
paths when the lengths of all arcs on this path are at their lower bounds and
the lengths of all other arcs are at their upper bounds.
P ro o f
If a path is a permanent path then it is one of the longest paths for the stated
realization by definition.
If a path p is a longest path when the lengths of all arcs on p are at their
lower bounds and the lengths of all other arcs are at their upper bounds, for
an arbitrary path p € P, we have:

E

E k> E ?.■>+ E k
(« d )e p o p '

(< J )e p '\p

(> d )6p n p '

If we consider arbitrary values in the given intervals for the lengths of arcs
( h j ) € p n p', we obtain:

E t;+ E k> E k+ E
{ij)^p\p'

(iJ)Gpnp'

(*,i)Gp'\p

(*J)Gpnp'
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Since

hj ^

(hj)ep\p'

-i’i

^(ij)ep^\p ^^3 —^(i,i)€p'\p ^0?

(i,j)epr\p'

(tJ)Gp'\p

/

.
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have.

(tJ)Gpnp'

*

.

So /p > lp> for all realizations. Since p is an arbitrary path, this is true for all
paths in P. Thus, p is a permanent path. □
So given a path we can check whether it is permanent or not in polynomial
time. We simply set the lengths of all arcs on this path at lower bounds and
the lengths of the remaining arcs at upper bounds and find a longest path in
this graph. If the length of this path coincides with the length of the longest
path, then this path is permanent. Otherwise, it is not.

P ro p o sitio n 2.1 Suppose there exists a permanent path p.

Consider the

scenario in which all arc lengths are at lower bounds. If there exists a path
p such that

= 1^', then /,■_,· = 7,j for all (i,j) € p \p · Moreover p is also a

permanent path if and only if [p = l^i and

= ~Uj for all (z, j) 6 p\p ·

P ro o f
Suppose there exists a path p such that Ip — ip' and assume there exists an
arc (¿, j) € p \ p whose length is non degenerate, that is

< I,j. By setting

the length of arc {i,j) to its upper bound, we obtain a scenario in which p is
longer than p. This contradicts that p is a permanent path. So for each arc
i h j ) € p'\p, we have /¿j = hj.
If there exists a path p which is also a permanent path, for all realizations
Ip = l^i and lij = lij for all (i^j) € p'\p· Then, for all possible realization of
arc lengths we have:

XI
(» 'j)e p \p '

+ X
(» J )€ p n p '

- X
( » j ) e p '\p

This implies that:

E
(i,j)^p\p'

E ‘u
(« J )€ p '\p

+ X
(«,i)6 p n p '
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Since the right hand side of the inequality is a constant for all realizations, we
should have [¿j = Uj for all {i,j) e p\p ■
If there exists a path p such that

= l^i and [¡j = I,y for all (i,j) G p\p , then

J2{i,j)ep\p'
~ '^{i,j)ep'\p
realizations. This implies that Ip = 1^' for
all realizations. Thus p is also a permanent path. □
C orollary 2.1 I f all arc lengths are non degenerate and there exists a
permanent path, it is the unique longest path when the lengths of all arcs are
at their lower bounds.
C orollary 2.2 If all arc lengths are non degenerate and there exists a
permanent path, it is unique.

C orollary 2.3 If there exists a permanent path p and if all arc lengths on p
are non degenerate, then p is the unique permanent path.

In case when all arc lengths are non degenerate, the previous corollaries 2.1
and 2.2 lead us to the following simple procedure to find a permanent path
when one exists.
P ro c e d u re F in d P e rm a n e n tP a th
1. Set all arc lengths at their lower bounds.
2. Find a longest path.
3. Check whether this path is permanent or not using the characterization in
Theorem 2.1. If this path is permanent, then it is the unique permanent
path. Otherwise, there exists no permanent path in the graph due to
Corollary 2.1.
Next, we relax the assumption of non degenerate arc lengths. We present a
procedure that can find a permanent path if it exists, when some of the arcs
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have degenerate lengths. We use the fact that if there exists a permanent path
p in the graph, then the partial path of p from node 1 to any node i on p is a
permanent partial path between these nodes.
We investigate each node i in the topological ordering, starting from node
3 and check whether there exists a permanent partial path from node 1 to
node i. If there does not exist such a permanent partial path, we remove node
i and all arcs incident at it from the graph, since this node cannot be on a
permanent path. If there exists a unique permanent partial path from node 1
to node i, then this path uses an arc (k,i), we keep this arc and remove all
other arcs coming into node i. If there are more than one permanent partial
path, then all arcs on these paths which have non degenerate arc lengths should
be common in these paths, and the lengths of these paths are equal when the
lengths of all arcs are at lower bounds. Proposition 2.1 implies that one of
these paths is permanent if and only if the others are permanent, so we can
pick any of these paths. Say we pick the path using arc {k, i), then we keep this
arc and remove all other arcs coming into node i. So to each node processed,
there exists a unique incoming arc. This implies that if we are about to process
node i, we consider at most i — I paths in the worst case. We either stop with
a disconnected graph at some iteration with the conclusion that there exists
no permanent path, or we end up with a unique path p and check whether this
path is permanent or not. Each path eliminated is either not permanent or is
permanent if and only if path p is permanent. So, if path p is not permanent,
we conclude that there exists no permanent path in the graph.
In checking whether there exists a permanent partial path to node i from node
1, we do not need to check each path separately. Let {pi,p 2 , --iPj} denote the
set of paths from node 1 to node i. The cardinality of this set is bounded above
by z 1. We first consider paths Pi andp 2. If S ( 7n,n)€pi\p2 — —^(™>^)€p2\ pi
then we remove path p2 from the set. We continue with paths pi and pa.
Otherwise, if E(m,n)€P2\pi

> J2{m,n)epi\pjrnn, then we remove path pi from

the set and continue with paths p 2 and pa. If none of the inequalities holds,
then we remove both paths from the set and continue with pa and p4. So we
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make at most i — 2 comparisons for node i in the worst case. If at the end, the
set becomes empty then none of these paths can be a permanent partial path
between nodes 1 and i and thus node i cannot be on a permanent path. Then
we remove node i with all arcs incident at node i from the graph.
P ro p o sitio n 2.2 Procedure FindPermanentPath can decide whether there
exists a ‘permanent path in an arbitrary graph in O(n^) time.
P ro o f
In the worst case, for each node i, we make i —2 comparisons and

* —2 =

E"=”^ ' = ( n - 2 ) ( n - l ) / 2 < n 2 . □

2.1.2

W eak P ath s

When there does not exist a permanent path in the graph, we would like to
find a path whose worst case performance is the best among all paths. Before
doing that, we would like to see which paths are never longest, since such paths
cannot be candidates for having a good worst case performance.
D efinition 2.2 A path is a weak p a th if it is one of the longest paths at least
for one realization of arc lengths.
We can check whether a given path is a weak path or not in polynomial time
by the following characterization:

T heorem 2.2 A path is a weak path if and only if it is one of the longest
paths when the lengths of all arcs on this path are at their upper bounds and
the lengths of the other arcs are at their lower bounds.

P ro o f
If a path is longest for the stated realization of arc lengths, it is a weak path
by definition.
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If a path p is a weak path, then there exists a scenario s for which

E

> E

(» ti)ep

‘i,

Vp' e F

(«P )€p'

Let p be an arbitrary path in P. We have:

E '«+ E '«> E '«+ E '«
(«.i)epnp'

(i,i) 6 p'\p

(l J ) 6 pOp'

When we set the lengths of all arcs in p D p' at their upper bounds, we still
have:

E '«+ (i.Depnp'
E '«> (i,j)^p'\p
E ‘h+ («,j)€pnp'
E h

('J)ep\p'

When we consider the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at
upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at lower bounds, since
^ ( • i i ) 6 p \ p ' —^(h}}sp\p' hj

J2(i,j)ep'\p it] — ^(i,j)€p'\p hji

obtain:

X! h +(ij)epnp'
X ^ (ij)€p'\p
X lij +(iJ)Gpnp'
X ~^ij

(!'d)€p\p'

Since p is picked arbitrarily, this is true for all paths in P. Thus p is also a
longest path when the lengths of arcs on p are at their upper bounds and the
lengths of all other arcs are at their lower bounds. □
If the number of paths is not large, the above characterization shows us an
easy way to find all weak paths. But in a complete directed acyclic graph with
n nodes, there are 2""^ paths from node 1 to node n.
The next proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a given
path to be weak if there exists a permanent path in the graph.

P ro p o sitio n 2.3 If there exists a permanent path p, then a path p' is a weak
path if and only if [p = Ip in scenario s, in which the lengths of all arcs on p
are at their lower bounds and the lengths of all other arcs are at their upper
bounds.
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P ro o f
If ip = Pp! for scenario s, then p' is a longest path for this scenario. Thus p' is
a weak path.
If p' is weak path, then p is a longest path when the lengths of all arcs on
p are at upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at lower
bounds. So we have:

E k+ {i,j)€pr\p'
E k= E '.i+ E h

{i,j)Ep\p'

( * j ) € p '\p

(•'j)€ p n p '

When we set the lengths of arcs in pf )p' at lower bounds, we still have:
X I

ihj)ep\p'

+

X

(ij)epnp'

lij =

X

(ij)ep'\p

hj +

X

iij

(ij)epnp'

So /p = /*,. □
So, if there exists a permanent path p, we can find all weak paths by finding
all longest paths when the lengths of all arcs on p are at lower bounds and the
lengths of all other arcs are at upper bounds.
C orollary 2.4 I f there exists a permanent path, p, and if 1^ > l^, Vp' € P
in scenario s in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at lower bounds and the
lengths of all other arcs are at upper bounds, then no other path can be weak.
Thus, if there exists a permanent path, we can check whether there exist other
weak paths or not simply by finding the second longest path.
Weak paths and permanent paths help us in determining critical activities in
project networks. If an activity is on a permanent path, then for all realizations
of activity durations, this activity will be critical. So delaying such an activity
will cause the project to last longer. On the other hand, if an activity is on
a weak path, there exists a scenario in which this activity is critical. If no
weak path uses an arc, then this activity will not be critical for any realization.
However, we do not know exactly how long this activity can be delayed without
delaying the project.
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R o b u st P ath s

Next we give a formal definition to what we mean by worst case performance.
We call a path whose worst case performance is best among all paths a robust
path.

We define two different robustness measures.

absolute robustness.

The first measure is

We would like to find a path whose minimum length

over all scenarios is maximum. The second one is relative robustness. In this
one, we would like to find a path for which the maximum difference between
the length of the longest path and the length of this path among all scenarios
is minimum. It is clear that if there exists a permanent path in. the graph, this
path will both be an absolute robust path and a relative robust path. Though
the names may be different, both robustness concepts are due to Kouvelis and
Yu [4].
Let S denote the set of all possible scenarios.
D efinition 2.3 Given a path p, the absolute w orst case scenario s“ is
the scenario in which the length of this path is the smallest.

That is, s“ =

argminjgs^p·
It is easy to see that the absolute worst case scenario for a path p corresponds
to the scenario in which all arcs on this path are at lower bounds.

D efinition 2.4 The path whose length is the maximum for the absolute worst
case scenario is called an ab so lu te ro b u st p a th . So the absolute robust path
p“ = arg maXpgp min^gs /p = arg maXpgp Ip”.

Kouvelis and Yu [4] have studied the absolute robust shortest path problem,
where the scenario set is finite. They have shown that the absolute robust
shortest path problem is NP-complete even in layered networks of width 2
and with only 2 scenarios. Moreover, they have also proved that the problem
becomes strongly NP-hard when the scenario set is unbounded. However, in our
case the absolute worst case scenarios for all paths correspond to the scenario
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in which all arc lengths are at lower bounds. So, it is enough to consider this
unique scenario. Then, the absolute robust path is the longest path for this
scenario. Thus, the absolute robust path problem with interval arc lengths can
be solved in polynomial time.
D efinition 2.5 Given a path p, the relative w orst case scenario

is the

scenario in which the difference between the length of the longest path and the
length of path p is the maximum. That is, s^ = arg maXjg5

where

p*{s) is the longest path for scenario s. We call the difference
the ro b u st d ev iatio n for path p.
D efinition 2.6 The path whose robust deviation is the minimum is called
a rela tiv e ro b u st p a th .

In other words, the relative robust path p^ =

arg minpgp dp = arg mirip^p max„gs ^p.(s) “
It is clear that an absolute robust path is a weak path. We show that a relative
robust path is also a weak path.
P ro p o sitio n 2.4 A relative robust path is a weak path.
P ro o f
Let p be a path, which is not weak. Consider path p which is a longest path
for the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at upper bounds and
the lengths of the remaining arcs are at lower bounds. Then Ip < l.^' for all
scenarios. Consider the relative worst case scenario for path p . We have:
dp' = ^ (s ’·,) -

< max/p.(,) - l p = dp

So p cannot be a relative robust path. □
The following proposition states a relative worst case scenario for a given path.
P ro p o sitio n 2.5 The relative worst case scenario for path p is the scenario
in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at lower bounds and the lengths of all
other arcs are at upper bounds.
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Proof
Let dp be the robust deviation for path p. Then:

—

XI

X

h]

Let s be the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at their lower
bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at their upper bounds. Since
^(»J)€p*(sp)\p
have:

— ^(ij)ep*(ip)\p
dp —
<

Certainly

J2{i,j)ep\p‘(s^) hj ^ J2{i,j)ep\p*(s^) lijj

y
Ii]t y
It = lp\ ,Lp) _ pp
Z -i
¿_j
‘ tj
(‘b)ep*(ip)\p
(hj)€p\p’(sp

> lp^(sr\· So we have:
^p ^

Since dp = maXj'g5

/

^p ^ ^p-(s)

^p

,

~

>we have dp =

—/*. So s is a relative worst

case scenario for path p. □
Kouvelis and Yu [4] have also proved that relative robust shortest path problem
is NP-complete even in layered networks of width 2 and with only 2 scenarios
and is strongly NP-hard with unbounded number of scenarios.

In case of

interval arc lengths, Proposition 2.5 implies that we need to consider a finite
number of scenarios which is equal to the number of paths in the graph.
However the number of paths in a graph grows exponentially with the number
of nodes in the graph in the worst case. In Figure 2.1, there is the graph
on which Kouvelis and Yu [4] proved that the relative robust shortest path
problem is NP-complete by a reduction from 2-partition problem.
If we put interval arc lengths on such a graph, the relative robust path problem
can be solved easily by considering each pair of arcs separately, since the partial
path of the relative robust path from node i to node j is a relative robust path
for the subgraph between these nodes. However, this is not necessarily the case
in an arbitrary graph.
Kouvelis and Yu [4] conjecture that the relative robust path problem with
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Figure 2.1: The graph on which Kouvelis and Yu proved that relative robust
shortest path problem is NP-complete
interval arc lengths is also NP-complete.
Next we give a mixed integer programming formulation by Tansel [10] to find
the relative robust path in a graph. Define yt/’s as follows:
Vki

=

1 if arc {k, 1) is on the path
0 otherwise

We have the network flow constraints:
-

H

*:6r-(/)

yki+

yih = h

/ = 1,2,.., n

her+(i)

where
1
bi = { 0

for / = 1
for / 7^ 1, n

—1 for / = n
p-(/) =: {k e v : ( k j ) e A}, and P+(/) = {h e V : {l,h) e A}
A vector y satisfying the above set of constraints defines a path in the graph.
The length of an arc {k, 1) is defined as /« = Ri —(Iki —Lki)yki for a given vector
y. It can easily be verified that the length of an arc {k, 1) on the path defined
by y is at its lower bound since yki = 1, and the length of an arc {k, 1) which
is not on this path is at its upper bound since yki — 0.
Let X; be the longest distance from node 1 to node /. We have the following
constraints which specifies these distances according to the scenario considered:
xi ^ Xk + hi — [hi — Lki)yki

V(Â;, 1) E A
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So Xn is the length of the longest path in the graph for the scenario defined
by y. The objective is to find a path for which the difference between the
length of the longest path and the length of that path is the smallest for the
corresponding scenario, i.e. the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on this
path are at lower bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at upper
bounds.
The formulation is as follows:

(RRP)

E

m in x n —

IklVkl

{k,t)eA
s u b je c t to

^ ^k T Hi
-

Lkl)Vkl

/) G /1

Y ,
Vki+
yih = bi
ker-{i)
h er + { i )

2/A:/€{0?i·} V(A:,/) G y4

j = l,2 ,..,n

X k^O

A; = 1,2,. ,n

When we relax the integrality constraints in the above formulation, even when
all arc lengths are [0,1], we may not be able to obtain an integral solution.
It is easy to see that the absolute robust path and relative robust path are
not necessarily the same paths. Among the two robustness measures, relative
robustness makes more sense when interval arc lengths are considered, since
absolute robustness gives us information only about the scenario in which all
arc lengths are at lower bounds. Consider the extreme case when the lengths
of all arcs on the absolute robust path are degenerate, and all other arc lengths
correspond to large intervals. Then picking this path as a robust path would
not be a good choice.
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Arcs

We have examined the paths in a graph and developed ways to recognize paths
that are longest for all realizations, paths that are longest for some realizations
and paths that are longest for no realization. Next we would like to analyze
arcs and make similar classifications. We would like to find out which arcs
are on longest paths for all realizations, which arcs are on longest paths for
some realizations and which ones are never on a longest path. In doing this,
we use the information we obtain from analyzing paths. Moreover, we can use
the information we get from analyzing arcs to preprocess the graph for path
problems. For the relative robust path problem, if we can figure out which arcs
are not on longest paths for any realization, we can get eliminate paths using
these arcs, since a relative robust path is a weak path. On the other hand, if
we know which arcs are always on longest paths, we can divide the problem
into subproblems by forcing the relative robust path we are looking for to use
these arcs.
The analysis we make for arcs is directly related with understanding the
criticality of activities in project networks. In terms of project management,
it is useful to know which activities are critical for all realizations, and which
activities are critical for no realization. Note that, even if no permanent path
exists, there may be activities that are critical for all realizations.

2.2.1

W eak A rcs

First we would like to see which arcs are never on longest paths. We call an arc
weak if it is on a longest path for some realization. We first investigate the case
where there exists a permanent path in the graph and present a polynomial
time procedure to find the set of weak arcs in this case. We also suggest two
polynomial time procedures to detect some of the non weak arcs. Then we
give a mixed integer programming formulation to decide whether a given arc
is weak or not.
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D efinition 2.7 An arc is a w eak arc if it lies on at least one of the weak
paths.
The first proposition gives a necessary condition for an arc to be weak, which
is easy to check.

P ro p o sitio n 2.6 If arc (i,j) is a weak arc, then arc (i,j) is a weak path
between node i and node j .

P ro o f
If arc {i,j) is not a weak path between node i and node j when the length of
arc (i,j) is at its upper bound and the lengths of all other arcs are at their
lower bounds, there exists another path from node i to node j, pi..j for which
Lj < Lp._j· Let p be any path using arc {i,j) and p' be the path which has the
same arcs as p except for the partial path between node i and node j being
Pi-j· If we set the lengths of all arcs on p to their upper bounds, we obtain:
+
{k,l)ep\(i,j)

hj

<

^

Hi

+

ipi-j

(k,l)€p'\pi-j

So p is longer than p for this scenario, and thus p is not a weak path. Since
no path using arc {i,j) can be weak, arc {i,j) is not a weak arc. □
We next analyze the case in which there exists a permanent path and give
a polynomial time algorithm to find all weak arcs in this case.

P ro p o sitio n 2.7 If there exists a permanent path p, arc {i,j) is a weak arc if
and only if there exists a path p' using arc {i,j) such that /p = 1^, in scenario s
in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at their lower bounds and the lengths
of all other arcs are at their upper bounds.

P ro o f
Arc {i,j) is a weak arc if and only if it lies on some weak path, p'. If there
exists a permanent path p, p' is a weak path if and only if /p =

for scenario
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5.

□

So we can check whether arc (i,j) is weak or not, by finding the longest path
using arc (i,j) foi' the scenario in which all arcs on a permanent path are at
lower bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at upper bounds. If
the length of this path is equal to the length of the permanent path for this
scenario, then arc (i,j) is 9, weak arc. Otherwise, it is not.
The procedure below can find the set of weak arcs, the weak arc set Wa, when
there exists a permanent path p.
P ro c ed u re FindW eakA rc
1.

All arcs on p are weak arcs, so add them to Wa and remove them from
A.

2.

Set the lengths of all arcs on p to their lower bounds and the lengths of
all other arcs to their upper bounds.

3. For each arc (i,j) G A
(a) Find the longest path from node 1 to node i, pi_,·, and the longest
path from node j to node n, Pj-n· Let p' = pi_,· U {i,j) U Pj-n·
(b) If Ip = Ipi, then all arcs on p' are weak arcs, so add them to Wa
and remove them from A. If ip > Ip', then {i,j) is not a weak arc.
Remove it from A.

P ro p o sitio n 2.8 If there exists a permanent path in the graph, Procedure
FindWeakArc can determine all weak arcs in 0{mf ) time.

P ro o f
In the worst case. Procedure FindWeakArc solves a longest path problem for
each arc in the graph, and for a fixed scenario we can find a longest path in
0{

tti )

time. □
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So if there exists a permanent path, we can find all weak arcs in polynomial
time. In case there does not exist a permanent path, we have two procedures to
eliminate arcs which are not weak. The first procedure is a forward pass, which
eliminates arcs that cannot be on a weak path. In this procedure, we start with
node 2 and consider all nodes one by one. For each node j , we compute a lower
bound g . and an upper bound

such that for all realizations, the length of

the longest path from node 1 to node j takes a value in the interval [g.^g^]. We
compute g . by picking the maximum of 6,^ =

+ Uj over all i € P~{j), where

T~(j) — [i £ V ■
. (f,j) € A}. This is equivalent to finding the length of the
longest path from node 1 to node j, when the lengths of all arcs are at lower
bounds. Similarly, we compute gj by picking the maximum of bij = g^ + 7,y
over all i G P~{j)· If there exists a node i G r~(_;) such that

< g^, then for

all realizations the longest path from node 1 to node j will not use arc {i,j)·
So we drop arc (i,j) from the graph, since this arc cannot be on a weak path.
The second procedure is a backward pass, which is similar to the forward
pass. In fact, it is equivalent to the forward pass applied to the mirror version
of the original graph.
First, we present the forward pass procedure.

Procedure ForwardPass
1· £i = .^1 = 0
2.

for j = 2 to n
(a) Compute
k

= i, + ki

+

v.'er-O)
Vi € r ’ (j')

q. = max 6,·,·
g- - max 6,·,·
^
«'er-O)
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(b) if for some z € F (j)

bij < g_. then arc {i,j) is not a weak arc and

can be eliminated.
The following proposition states that procedure ForwardPass eliminates arcs
that are not weak.
P ro p o sitio n 2.9 If an arc is eliminated by the procedure ForwardPass it is
not a weak arc.
P ro o f
If arc (i,j) is a weak arc, then there exists a path p, which uses arc {i,j) and
which is a longest path, when the lengths of all arcs on p are at their upper
bounds and the lengths of all other arcs are at their lower bounds. Then the
partial path p i-j of p from node 1 to node j is one of the longest partial paths
from node 1 to node j for this scenario. Let k be an arbitrary node in r~ (j)
and

denote an arbitrary partial path from node 1 to node j visiting node

k. We have:
y ]

^mn

y ]

^

Lmn

y ]

"I·

(m ,n)Gpi-j

Imn

(m ,n)ep*_^npi_j

This implies that:
y

!

(m ,n)epi-j

^mn

y

^

Lmn

]

y

"k

(”».^ )e p i_ j\ p i-;

Lmn

‘

(”».n)€pf__,npi_j

This is equivalent to:

E

(m,n)6pi-j

a

E

(m,n)€Pj_j

Since Pj_j is picked arbitrarily, we have:
^ g k - l · Ljcj = h j

The above inequality is true for all k E P~(j) since we picked k arbitrarily.
Also, since

= maxfcgr-(i) hj j we have:
bij ^ gj
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Thus arc (i,j) will not be eliminated by the ForwardPass procedure. □
Next we give the second procedure, which is a backward pass.
P ro c e d u re B ackw ardPass

i- /„ = 7» = »
2.

for i = n —1 to 1
(a) Compute
&,=Li+k
“ fj +

V ;€ r+ (i)
^ ^ ^(0

f. = max m,·
i€r+(i)-^^
f: = max a,·,·
■'· i€r+(0 ^
where F+(i) = {i G P : {i,j) ^
(b) if for some j € r'''(?)

Uij < f . then arc (i,j) is not a weak arc and

can be eliminated.

We have a similar proposition, which says that BackwardPass procedure
eliminates arcs that are not weak. Since procedure BackwardPass is equivalent
to the procedure ForwardPass applied to the mirror version of the graph, we
skip the proof.

P ro p o sitio n 2 .10 If an arc is eliminated by the procedure BackwardPass, it
is not a weak arc.
Since both procedures examine each arc only once, they run in 0{m) time.
Backward and ForwardPass procedures do not necessarily eliminate the same
arcs. So it is clear that none of the procedures is capable of eliminating all
non-weak arcs. Moreover, we are not able to determine all the non-weak arcs
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even if we use both procedures.
In the graph in Figure 2 .2 , the BackwardPass procedure eliminates arc (3,4)
and the ForwardPass procedure eliminates arc (2,3). Both arcs are not weak.
However, none of the procedures eliminates arc (2,4) which is also not weak.

Figure 2 .2 : The graph on which neither procedure ForwardPass nor procedure
BackwardPass can eliminate all non weak arcs
The following lemma characterizes weak arcs.

L em m a 2 .1 An arc (i,j) is weak if and only if miup^p^.
where

P{i,j)

— Ip} = 0,

is the set of paths using arc {i,j), Sp is the scenario in which the

lengths of all arcs on path p are at their upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs at lower bounds.

Proof
Since p*(5p) is the longest path in the graph for scenario Sp,

) —/p > 0 Vp G

An arc {i,j) is weak if and only if there exists a weak path using arc (i,j), if
and only if there exists a path p € P{i,j) such that ^pi(^p) —/p = 0 if and only if
- Ip} = 0. □
So, we can check whether a given arc (i,^) is weak or not by the following
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mixed integer programming formulation. This formulation is similar to the
formulation we have for the relative robust path problem.
(W A)
mina;„ -

^

Iktyn

(h,l)€A

subject to
^
-

Y ,

T Lkl T
У к1+

kev-{i)

{}kl

Lkl^Vkl

0^

Y

y ih = bi

i = l , 2,..,n

л е г +(0

yij = 1
Î/A:/G{0, 1} V { k , î ) e A

Xk >0

k = l , 2,..,n

A vector y satisfying the network flow constraints and yij = 1 defines a
path in the graph using arc {i,j)·

The length of arc (A:,/) is defined as

hi = Lkl + {hi — lki)yki for a given vector y. So, the lengths of all arcs on the
path defined by y are at their upper bounds, and the lengths of the remaining
arcs are at their lower bounds.
Similar to the relative robust path problem, we have the following constraints
which specify the longest distances from node 1 to each node 1:
X l ' ^ Xk P Lkl

+

Qkl ~ Lkl)ykl

'^{^1 i ) ^ A

Thus Xn is the length of the longest path in the graph. The objective is to
find a path using arc (i,j), for which the difference between the length of the
longest path and the length of that path is the smallest for the corresponding
scenario, i.e. the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on this path are at
upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at lower bounds.
Hence, we have a theorem which gives a characterization for weak arcs using
the formulation WA.
T heorem 2.3 Arc {i,j) is a weak arc if and only if WA has an optimal
objective value of 0.
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P ro o f
Simply follows from Lemma 2 . 1 . □

2.2.2

Strong A rcs

Having investigated which arcs are never on longest paths, we would like to find
arcs that are on longest paths for all realizations. We first consider the case
where a permanent path exists. Then we give a mixed integer programming
formulation to check whether an arc is always on a longest path or not. We
also characterize these arcs using unionwise permanent solutions and show that
knowing such arcs can help us in finding a relative robust path.

D efinition 2.8 ^4n arc is a stro n g arc, if it lies on a longest path for all
realizations of arc lengths.
We first give a necessary condition for an arc to be strong which we can check
in polynomial time.

P ro p o sitio n 2.11 If arc (i,j) is a strong arc, then arc {i,j) is a permanent
path between node i and node j .

P ro o f
If arc {i,j) is not a permanent path between node i and node j, then in scenario
s in which the length of arc (i,j) is at its lower bound and the lengths of all
other arcs are at their upper bounds there exists another path from node i to
node j, pi-j for which /¿j <

Let p be any path using arc {i,j) and p'

be the path which has the same arcs as p except for the partial path between
node i and node j being pi-j. Then for the above scenario,

< /*/. Thus there

exists a scenario for which no path using arc {i,j) can be longest. Then arc
(i,j) is not a strong arc. □
Next we consider the case where a permanent path exists.
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P ro p o sitio n 2 .1 2 If there exists a permanent path, an arc is strong if and
only if it lies on a permanent path.
P ro o f
If an arc lies on a permanent path, then it is strong.
Suppose there exists a permanent path p in the graph. Assume arc (i,j) is
not on a permanent path and it is a strong arc. Consider the scenario in which
the lengths of all arcs on path p are at upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are at lower bounds. Since (i,j) is a strong arc, there exists a
path p which uses arc (i,j) and which is a longest path for this scenario. Then
we have:
X)
(7Ti,n)Gp\p'

Imn +

X]
Ir
(m,n)Gpnp'

= E ^m
'n
(m ,n )6 p '\p

Since p is a permanent path, we should have

E ^LTnn

( m , n ) 6p r i p '

= Imn for all arcs (m, n) G p'\p

and for all arcs (m ,n) G p\p'· Then Ip = 1^' for all realizations. This implies
that p is also a permanent path. But this contradicts that arc {i,j) does not
lie on any permanent path. So {i,j) is not a strong arc. □
We give a mixed integer programming formulation to check whether a given
arc is strong or not. This formulation is similar to the formulation we had
for the weak arc problem. Before we proceed with the formulation, we give
another characterization of strong arcs.
L em m a 2.2 Arc {i,j) is a strong arc if and only if for all scenarios in which
the lengths of all arcs on a path p are at upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are at lower bounds, there exists a longest path using arc {i,j).
P ro o f
If an arc is a strong arc then there exist longest paths using that arc for all of
the above scenarios by definition.
Let P(ij) = {pi,P2 , ■■■Pm} be the set of paths using arc {i,j)· Assume arc
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is not a strong arc. Then there exists a scenario s, for which no path
using arc (i,j) is longest. Let path p ^

be one of the longest paths for

this scenario. We have;

For an arbitrary path pk € P{i,j), we have:
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This implies that:
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If we set the lengths of arcs in p\p at upper bounds, we get:
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If we set the lengths of all arcs that are not on p at lower bounds, we obtain:
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Since Pk is an arbitrary path in P{ij), the above inequality is valid for all
Pk G

Thus, no path pk G P(ij) is longest for the scenario in which

the lengths of all arcs on p are at their upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are at their lower bounds. □
C orollary 2.5 An arc is a strong arc if and only if maXp^p{L — fA

} = 0,

where Sp is the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at their upper
bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs at lower bounds and P(ij) is the
longest path using arc {i,j) for scenario Sp.
Now, we proceed with the formulation of the strong arc problem.
(SA)
max X
(k,l)^A

hiVki ~ {^i +

+ kj + {hj - lij)yij)
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subject to
Xt

-

>

+ Lki + Oki - Ikdvki

1) e A with I < i

> xi + Iki + [hi - Lki)yki

V(^, l ) e A with k > j

Xk

Y j yki+
fc€r-(o

yfc/€{0,l}

yih = k

/ = 1 ,2 , ..,n

h e v + ( i)

V {k ,l)^ A

x t,x 't> 0

/= l,2,..,n

Different from the weak arc problem, we have variable x'k which corresponds
to the the length of the longest path from node k to node t and the constraints
which specify these distances:
Xfc > X; + Lkl + Qki - lki)yki

V{k, 1) e A with k > j

Next, we give a characterization of strong arcs using the formulation SA.

T h eo rem 2.4 Arc {i,j)

^ strong arc if and only if SA has an optimal

objective value of 0.
P ro o f
Simply follows from Corollary 2.5. □
The above formulation searches among all paths. In fact we can restrict it
to the paths that do not use arc (i,j).

P ro p o sitio n 2.13 Arc {i,j) is a strong arc if and only z/maxpgp\p^.^.j{/p —
‘l U < o ·
P ro o f
An arc is a strong arc if and only if maxpgp{/p —

} = 0, so we need to show

that maxpgp{/p - /p? ^} = 0 if and only if maXp^p\p^.^^^{lp - ^p·.^^} < 0·
If maxpgp{/p - /pi

= 0, then maXpgp\P(, ^){7p - Tp^.^J

< 0.
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Assume maXpgp\Pj_._j.^{/p —
lil

< 0. We can easily show that maXpep^.^j{/p —

} = 0. Then maxpepi/p — PA } = 0. □

Let SA ' be the formulation formed by adding the constraint ijij = 0 to
formulation SA. Using Proposition 2.13, we have:
P ro p o sitio n 2.14 Arc (i,j) is a strong arc if and only if SA ' has an optimal
objective value < 0 .

C h a ra c te riz a tio n of Strong A rcs Using U nionw ise P e rm a n e n t Sets
In case all arcs have non degenerate lengths, we give a necessary and sufficient
condition for an arc to be strong using a special subset of weak paths. This
subset contains all weak paths each of which is a unique longest path for some
scenario. We show that a given arc is strong if and only if it lies on all of these
paths. Moreover, we see that there exists a robust path using all of the strong
arcs.
D efinition 2.9 A set of paths is a unionwise p e rm a n e n t set if for each
realization there exists a longest path in this set.

D efinition 2 .10 A unionwise permanent set is a m inim um unionw ise
p e rm a n e n t set if it is no longer a unionwise permanent set when a path
is removed.

L em m a 2 .3 There exists no scenario for which a given weak path is the unique
longest path if and only if this path is not the unique longest path when the
lengths of all arcs on it are at their upper hounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are at their lower hounds.

Proof
Since the path is not the unique longest path for any scenario, it won’t be the
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unique longest path for the stated scenario.
If a weak path p, is not the unique longest path when the lengths of all arcs
on p are at upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs are at lower
bounds, there exists another path p such that
X]
(«,i)ep\p'

+

X]
(i.j)epnp'

For arbitrary lengths of arcs in p Pi

{i,j)ep'\p

Uj +

^
~hj
(»J)epnp'

we have:

X^ hj +
X^ hj = X]
Lij + X^ hj
ihj)ep\p'
(ij)epnp'
(iJ)ep'\p
(ij)epnp'
Since

^

and Y2(i,j)ep'\p hj —

have.

X^ h +
X^ hj < X]
hj + X hj
(i,j)€p\p'
(ij)eprip'
(¿J)6p'\p
(<J)€pnp'
that is Ip < Ipi for all scenarios, so p can never be the unique longest path. □
From now on, we assume that all arcs have non degenerate lengths.

L em m a 2.4 In any graph, there exists at least one path which is the unique
longest path for some scenario.

Proof
Assume no such path exists. Pick an arbitrary path p\. From the proof of the
previous lemma, it follows that there exists a path p2 7^ pi such that /pj < Ip^
for all scenarios. Since p2 is not the unique longest path for any scenario, there
exists another path pa 7^ P21P1 such that /p^ < /pj for all scenarios. Repeating
this argument for all paths in the graph, since no path can be repeated (it is not
possible for two paths to have the same lengths for all scenarios by perturbing
the length of an arc which is on one of the paths, but not both, we can have
different lengths), and the number of paths is finite, we end up with a sequence
of paths:
Ipi ^ lp2 ^ lp3· · ·

Ipk
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where k is the number of paths in the graph. Since the above inequalities hold
for all realizations, pk is a permanent path. But a permanent path is the unique
longest path when the lengths of all arcs are at lower bounds. This contradicts
that no path is the unique longest path for any scenario. □

L em m a 2.5 If a path p is never the unique longest path, there exists a path p
such that Ip <

for all scenarios and p is the unique longest path for some

scenario.

P ro o f
If p is not the unique longest path for any scenario, there exists another path p
such that Ip < Ipi for all scenarios, li p ^ p is the unique longest path for some
scenario, we are done. Assume not, then there exists another path p" ^ p ,p
such that /p' < /p" for all scenarios. If we repeat this argument, we will end up
with a sequence of paths that are not the unique longest paths for any scenario.
Again, since no path can be repeated , and the number of paths is finite, we
will either find a unique longest path and stop or we will enumerate all paths.
Since there exists at least one path which is the unique longest path for some
scenario, we will stop with a unique longest path. □
Now we give a characterization for minimum unionwise permanent set and
show that it is unique.

T h eo re m 2.5 I f P' is the set of paths each of which is the unique longest
path when the lengths of all arcs on this path are at their upper bounds and the
lengths of the remaining arcs are at their lower bounds, then P' is the minimum
unionwise permanent set.

P ro o f
Assume P' is not a unionwise permanent set. Then there exists a scenario s,
for which no path in P' is longest. Then there exists a path p € P \P ' such
that /p > Ip. Vpi e P '. But since p 6 P \P \ there exists a path pj € P' such
that Ip < Ipj for all scenarios. This contradicts that p is longer than all paths
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in P '. So P' is a unionwise permanent set.
P' is minimum since any path in P' is the unique longest path for some scenario.

□
C o ro llary 2 .6 P* is a unionwise permanent set if and only if P' C P*.

C o ro llary 2.7 The minimum unionwise permanent set is unique.

The following proposition gives a characterization of strong arcs using the
minimum unionwise permanent set.

P ro p o sitio n 2.15 An arc is strong if and only if all paths in the minimum
unionwise permanent set share that arc.

P ro o f
If an arc {i,j) is strong it is on a longest path for all scenarios. Since each path
in the minimum unionwise permanent set is the unique longest path for some
scenario, [i^j) should lie on all of them.
If an arc (¿,i) is shared by all paths in the minimum unionwise permanent
set, then it is on a longest path for all scenarios, thus it is strong. □
It follows that a given arc is strong if and only if the set of all paths that
share that arc is a unionwise permanent set, since a set of paths is a unionwise
permanent set if and only if it contains the minimum unionwise permanent set.

P ro p o sitio n 2.16 There exists a relative robust path in the minimum
unionwise permanent set P '.

P ro o f
Assume none exists. Then there is a relative robust path p € P \P . Since p is
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not the unique longest path for any scenario there exists a path p € P' such
that Ip < Ip' for all scenarios. Consider the relative worst case scenario for path
p . we have;
/p

_ / P < / P
P

_ / P
P

The left hand side of the inequality is equal to the worst case deviation for
path p , and the right hand side of the inequality is less than or equal to the
worst case deviation for path p. That is, dp' < dp. Since path p is a robust
path, this inequality holds as an equality and p is also a robust path. □

C o ro llary 2.8 There exists a relative robust path which uses all strong arcs.

P ro o f
Follows from Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.16. □

C hapter 3
Arc Problem s On Layered
Graphs
In this chapter, we consider the longest path problem with interval arc lengths
on a special class of graphs, called layered graphs. We would like to investigate
the arc problems on these graphs.
A layered graph with m layers is defined as G = (V, A) where V = {s}U{(A:, /) :
¿ = 1,2,..., m; / = 1, 2,.., Wk} U {¿}. Node s is the root and node t is the sink,
nodes (¿, /) for / = 1 , 2 ,.., Wk constitute layer k and Wk is the width of layer k.
Arcs exist only from node s to nodes in layer 1 , from nodes in layer m to node
t and from nodes in layer k to nodes in layer ¿ 4-1 for all ^ = 1 , 2 ,.., m —1 . The
width of the graph w is computed as u) = maxk=i,2 ,..,mWk. Figure 3.1 shows
an example of a layered graph with width 2 .
In fact, this class is not restrictive since any directed acyclic graph can be
turned into a layered graph if we add dummy nodes and arcs. In Figure 3 .2 ,
there is a complete graph with 5 nodes represented as a layered graph. Nodes
1,2,..,5 stand for the original nodes. The remaining nodes are dummy nodes.
To represent arc (1,3), we add node 13 and arcs (1,13) and (13,3). We set the
length of arc (1,13) to be 0, and the length of arc (13,3) to be the length of
36
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Figure 3.1: An m layered graph with width 2
arc (1,3) in the original graph. Since we can reach node 13 only from node 1
and we can use arc (13,3) only to reach node 3, the partial path 1 —>· 13 —»■3
stands for arc (1,3), and its length is the same as the length of arc (1,3). The
other arcs are represented in a similar way by adding dummy nodes and arcs.
Let

denote the length of arc (i,j) in the complete directed acyclic graph G

and I'i j denote the length of arc (i,j) in the corresponding layered graph G'.
The lengths of the arcs are as follows:

= h,i+i·, i{jj = h,j and the lengths

of the remaining arcs are 0.

Figure 3.2: Representation of a complete directed acyclic graph with 5 nodes
as a layered graph
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We developed linear time algorithms for the weak arc and strong arc problems
on layered graphs with width two. For layered graphs with arbitrary width, we
also have algorithms to check whether arcs that are incident at the beginning
node and the ending node are weak and strong in polynomial time. However
we do not have a procedure to check the remaining arcs when the width is
larger than two. Still, we have a necessary condition for these arcs to be weak
and strong and it can be checked in polynomial time.
From now on, we assume that Wk = w 'ik and all arcs exist, but unless otherwise
stated, all the propositions we present below are valid when these assumptions
are relaxed.

3.1

W eak Arcs

We now consider the weak arc problem on layered graphs. First we investigate
a trivial case of the problem. Let

denote the length of arc

(k, /)).

P ro p o sitio n 3.1 In a layered graph, if for each layer k < m, there exists Ck
such that Ck G [1(A:,/),(^+1,j )) ^(A:,/),(A:+l,i)] foT
for all j — 1 , 2 ,..., w and Ct G

0,11

l ,j = 1,2,

Cj €

for all / = 1 , 2 ,..., w, then all arcs are

weak.
P ro o f
Set the lengths of arcs {{k,l),{k + l ,j) ) for all l , j = 1,2, ..,w at Ck for all
A: = 1 , 2 , ..,m —1 , the lengths of arcs (s, 1;) for all j = 1 , 2 , ,.,w at c, and the
lengths of arcs {ml,t) for all / = 1 , 2 , ..,u; at Cj. Then all paths in the graph
have the same length. □
P ro p o sitio n 3.2 Consider arc ((/,!),(/ + I,!))· Assume all nodes in layer
i are reachable from all nodes in layer / — 1 and all nodes in layer i + 2
are reachable from all nodes in layer z + 1 . I f there exists c,_i such that
c,-i €

for oil l ,j = 1 ,2 ,...,w and there exists c;+i such
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that Ci'4-i €

^(i+i,0.(‘+2,i)] /<2^ (iP h j — 1 , 2 ,

meiXj^k=2,3,..,wL{i,j),{i+i,k)>
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and /(,',i),(;+i,i) ^

{{h 1 ), (* + 1 ) 1 )) *-s a weak arc.

Proof
Consider a scenario in which the lengths of arcs {{i — 1 , /), (i,j)) for all l , j =
1 , 2 , ..,w

are at c,_i, the lengths of arcs ((¿ + 1 , 0 ) (* + 2 ,i)) for all l ,j = 1 , 2 , ,.,w

are at Ci+i, the length of arc ((z, 1 ), (i + 1 , 1 )) is at its upper bound, and the
lengths of arcs ((¿, /), (?' + 1 , j)) for all l ,j = 2 ,3 ,

w are at lower bounds. Then

the lengths of longest paths from node s to all nodes in layer i are the same
since all nodes in layer i are reachable from all nodes in layer i — 1. Similarly,
the lengths of the longest paths from all nodes in layer z + 1 to node t are the
same. So if /(¿,i),(t+i,i) —

then there exists a longest

path using arc ((z, 1 ), (z + 1 , 1 )) for this scenario. □

3.1.1

A rcs Incident at N o d es s and t

We next present an algorithm which can decide whether arcs (s, lA:) for
k = 1,2, ..,iu and (mk,t) for k = l , 2, . . , w are weak or not. The procedure is
given for arc (s, 1 1 ) . But we can also decide for arcs emanating from nodes in
layer m by using the same procedure for the mirror version of the graph.
We will start with the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs that can possibly
be on a path with (s, 1 1 ) are set at their upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are set at their lower bounds. Our algorithm will construct
a weak path using arc ( s ,ll) , if such a path exists, by eliminating at each
iteration arcs that cannot possibly be on a weak path with arc (s, 1 1 ).
In the first iteration, we consider the subgraph generated by node s and the
nodes in layers 1 and 2. We find the longest paths from node s to all nodes in
layer 2. We favor paths that use arc (s, 1 1 ) in finding the longest paths. We
consider three cases;
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Case 1: If all the longest paths from node s to nodes in layer 2 use arc (s, 1 1 ),
then this arc is a weak arc. With the current scenario, one of the longest paths
will definitely use arc (¿, 1 1 ).
Case 2 : If none of the longest paths from node s to nodes in layer 2 uses arc
(s, 1 1 ), then Ij,ii + lu , 2 k < maxj=i,2, . . , u , + Lij,2 k for all k = 1 , 2 ,

Thi s

proves that there cannot be a longest path using arc (s, 1 1 ) for any scenario.
Thus, this arc is not weak.
Case 3: If some of the longest paths from node s to nodes in layer 2 use
arc (s, 1 1 ), then arc (s, 1 1 ) is a weak arc if and only if there exists a scenario in
which there exists a longest path using one of these longest partial paths. We
shrink the graph between node s and layer 2. We set the length of arcs (s, 2j)
to be the length of the longest paths form node s to node 2j for all j = 1 , 2 , ..w.
For a fixed j, if the longest path from node s to node 2j uses arc (s, 1 1 ), we
call such a partial path “candidate partial path” and set the lengths of arcs
(2y, 3 /) at their upper bounds for all I = 1 , 2 , ..m since these are arcs that can.
possibly be on a weak path with arc (s, 1 1 ). Arc (s, 1 1 ) is a weak arc if and
only if one of the candidate partial paths is weak in the shrunk graph. On the
other hand, if the longest path from node s to node 2j does not use arc (s, 1 1 ),
we call such a partial path “non-candidate partial path” and set the lengths
of arcs (2j, 31) at their lower bounds for all / = 1 , 2, ..lu since these arcs cannot
be on a weak path with arc (s, 1 1 ).
Now the problem is to check whether any of the candidate partial paths is
weak in the shrunk graph. We continue by finding the longest paths from node
s to all nodes in layer 3. If all of these paths use candidate partial paths, then
arc (s, 1 1 ) is a weak arc. If none of these paths uses a candidate partial path,
then arc (s, 11) is not weak. If some of them use candidate partial paths, we
shrink the graph between node s and layer 3, and determine the new candidate
partial paths and continue with the shrunk graph.
So at each iteration of the algorithm, there are 3 possible conclusions. One
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By enlarging our

current graph to its original version keeping the arc lengths as they are set by
the procedure, we can find a longest path using arc (s, 11). This corresponds to
Case 1. Another possibility is that we might conclude that arc (5,11) cannot
be weak, which is Case 2. Other than these two cases, we may be in Case 3,
in which we need to go through the same steps at least for one more iteration.
In the worst case, we can shrink the graph till layer m, and conclude that arc
(s, 11) is weak or not in that graph.
P ro p o sitio n 3.3 The above procedure can decide whether arc (s, 11) is weak
in 0{mw^) time in an m layered graph with width w.
P ro o f At each iteration k — 1, finding the longest paths from node s to all
nodes in layer k takes O(w^) time, since for each node in layer k, we compare
the lengths of w paths and we have w nodes in layer k. In the worst case we
go through m iterations. □

E xam ple 1
Below is a 3 layered graph with width 3 in Figure 3.3. We want to know
whether arc (s, 11) is weak or not.
We first consider the subgraph generated by node 5 and layers 1 and 2, which
is given in Figure 3.4. We set the lengths of arcs (5,11), (11,21), (11,22)
and (11,23) at upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs in this
subgraph at lower bounds. The dashed arcs refer to arcs whose lengths are at
lower bounds. Next we find the longest paths from node s to all nodes in layer
2.

The longest paths form node s to nodes 21 and 22 use arc (5,11) and the
longest path from node s to node 23 uses arc (s, 13). We shrink the graph
and add layer 3 to obtain the graph in Figure 3.5. We set the lengths of arcs
(23,31), (23,32) and (23,33) at lower bounds and the remaining arcs in the
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Figure 3.3: 3 layered graph with width 3 on which we check whether arc (5 ,11)
is weak or not

Figure 3.4: Subgraph generated by node s and layers 1 and 2
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subgraph at upper bounds.

We find the longest paths from node s to all nodes in layer 3. Only, the longest
path from node s to node 31 uses arc (s, 11). We shrink the graph again, add
node t and set the lengths of arcs (32, i) and (33, i) at lower bounds. The
resulting graph is given in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: The final graph shrunk between node s and layer 3
There exists a longest path from node s to node t using arc (s, 11) in the final
graph. So we conclude that arc (s, 11) is a weak arc. The path consisting of
arcs (5 , 1 1 ), (11,22), (22,31) and (31, ¿) is a weak path.
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In term ed iate A rcs

Now, we give a trivial necessary condition for an intermediate arc to be weak
in a layered graph, which can be checked using the above procedure.
P ro p o sitio n 3.4 If arc

is weak in a layered graph, then it is weak in

the subgraph generated by node s, layers 1 up to i and node j l , and it is weak
in the subgraph generated by node i\, layers j up to m and node t.
We next consider the weak arc problem on an m layered graph with width
2, which is defined as G = (V,A) where V — {s} U {(¿,0 : i = l,2]k —
l,2 ,...,m } u { i} and A = {(s, 11), (s, 12), (m l, t), (m2, i)} U {((¿, ¿), (1-+1,;)) :
k - l,2 ,...,m - l ;i = 1,2;; = 1,2} .
First we give a necessary and sufficient condition for an arc ( t l ,; l ) to be
weak in layered graphs with width 2. Let a\ be the length of the longest path
from node s to node i in scenario r, and b\ be the length of the longest path
from node i to node t in scenario r.

P ro p o sitio n 3.5 Arc (¿1,;1) is a weak arc if and only if there exists a longest
path using this arc for the scenario r*, in which
and Ejl — Pjl = maXresf^ji —b'j2 ]

= maXre5 {a}i —a}2)

length of arc ( d , ; l ) is at its upper

bound and the lengths of arcs (¿1,;2), (¿2,;1) and (i2,j2) are at lower bounds.

Proof
If arc ( i l ,; l ) is on a longest path for scenario r*, then by definition it is a weak
arc.
If arc ( i l ,; l ) is a weak arc, then there exists a scenario r, in which there
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exists a longest path using this arc. Moreover, if we set the length of arc
at its upper bound and the lengths of arcs (¿1, j2), (z2,;l) and (i2,j2)
at lower bounds, there still exists a longest path using arc (¿1, j l) . So we have
the following inequalities:
hi,j2 -

b]2 = h i j i + ^ i l

; “ 1«'2J1 ~

b n - h ljl + <1

Jl +

®i2 ~ Ii2,j2

-

IT
Oj2 ■

For scenario r*, we know:
(4)

> < 1

(5)

Inequalities (1) and (5) imply that:
— LilJ2 ~~ ^j2 — 0

^ tljl +

inequalities (2) and (4) imply:
hi,ji + a[i - li2,ji — o,i2 > 0
and finally inequalities (3), (4) and (5) imply that:
^¿1 +

+ Eji -

a-2 -

Li2,j2 -

H j2> 0

So, for scenario r*, there exists a longest path using arc (¿1,^1). □
To check whether arc

is a weak arc or not, we need to find the

scenario r*. From this point on, we will only look for a scenario r,i in which
a][‘ — 0 ^2

= maXr65 {<i[i — o[2}· To do this, it is enough to consider the

subgraph generated by layers 1 up to i and node s. Once we can develop an
algorithm to find scenario r,i, we can use it to find scenario rji, for which
— b^j2

— na3,Xrgs{^ji “ ^^2}

the mirror version of the subgraph

generated by layers j up to m and node t. Since scenario r,i sets the lengths
of arcs among node s and layers 1 up to

and scenario rji sets the lengths of
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arcs among layers j up to m and node t, these two scenarios will not conflict
with each other, and we can construct r ’ using these scenarios.
Now, we will show that finding the scenario r,u is equivalent to finding a path
from node s to node il such that, the maximum difference

—o,]2 is attained

when the lengths of all arcs on this path are at upper bounds and the lengths
of the remaining arcs are at lower bounds.

P ro p o sitio n 3.6 Let p be the longest path from node s to node il for scenario
r,i. Consider the scenario r , in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at upper
/
/
bounds and the remaining arcs are at lower bounds. Then, a[i‘ —0^2 =
—^¿2·

P ro o f
When we move from scenario r,i to scenario r ', it is easy to show that path p
has the higher increase in length, since no other path can have all arcs of p.
7*
^11
rn
This proves that
—0^2 > aYf —a[2*· So
a-2 = a.iil - a‘ ¿2 · □
The above proposition suggests that we can restrict the set of scenarios to
search to a smaller set of scenarios in each of which the lengths of all arcs on
a path from node s to node ¿1 are at upper bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs axe at lower bounds. We can take the length of this path to
be the length of the longest path from node s to node ¿1, since if it is not the
longest path for this scenario, it is clear that we cannot attain

for

this path. We developed a procedure to compute
We start with node 21. We first consider path s —>· 11 —> 21 and set the
lengths of arcs on this path at upper bounds and the lengths of the other
arcs at lower bounds. We find the difference between the length of this path
and the length of the longest path to node 22, which is d\^. We repeat the
same calculations for path s -+ 12

21 and find dh- We pick the maximum

difference ¿ 21- We do the same computations for node 22 and find ¿ 22- Then
we shrink the graph among node s and layer 2. We set the upper length of
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arc (5 , 2 1 ) to be ¿21 and the upper length of arc (5,22) to be <¿22· The lower
lengths for both arcs are 0. Next, we repeat the same steps for nodes in layer
3, and continue till we reach layer i.
P ro c e d u re C om puteM axD ifFerence
for k=2 to i do

1.

dh

=

ls,(k-i,i) +

=

h,{k-l,2)

+ l{k-ı,ı),{k,2)^L·,(k-ı,2)

+ kk-l,2),{k,l) ~

+

+ l(yt-l,2),(fc,2))/«.(fc-l,!) +

kk-l,l),{k,2)}

dki = m a x { 4 i,4 i} '
2. 1. AKi)

dk\

l s , ( k, 2) —

3. d\^ =

+ ^(fc-l,l),(i:,2) - niax{/s_(fc_ij) + i(fc-l,l),(/t,l))li,(A-l,2) +

l(t-l,2),(i:,l)}
=

h ,{k-ia)

+ ^(A:-1,2),(*:,2) ~ m a x { i _ 2 )

+ l(fc-l,2),(fc,l)» ls,(fc -U ) +

dk2 = m a.x {d \^ , dl^ }

4 . h, (k, 2) — d k 2
k(k,l) = 0

In the procedure, dki =

<^^2

= o,]^2 ~ ^ki-

So at iteration

k — 1, dki and dk2 are computed using dfc-1,1 and dk- 1 ,2 · In fact, at the k — 1st
iteration, we work with the shrunk graph in Figure 3.7.
The lengths of the arcs are as follows: ls,(k-i,i) = 0,ls,(jt_i,i) = dk-\,i,h^(k-i,2) =
0 and ls,{k-i,2 ) — dk- 1,2 P ro p o sitio n 3.7 The above procedure computes a,J‘ —
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Proof
The proof is done by induction on k.
Let k = 2 and / = 1 . We have two paths from node s to node 21. Consider
scenario r 2i· Proposition 3.6 implies that in this scenario, the arcs on one of
the paths from s to 21 are set at upper bounds and the remaining arcs are at
lower bounds. Consider the equalities below:
<^21

= ^s,ii + /11,21 —max{/s,ii + Ln,2 2 iL,i 2 + / 12,22}

^21 “ / 5,12 + / 12,21 — m a x { / s ,i 2 P

Li 2 ,2 2 i L , n + /

11,22}

c/21 = m a x { c / 2i) <^21}

The first inequality computes the difference between the length of path s -+
11

^ 21 and the length of the longest path from s to 22 when the arcs on

path s

11 ^ 2 1

are at upper bounds and the remaining arcs are at lower

bounds. The second inequality does the same for the second path which is
5

—> 12 —> 21. We pick the one with the maximum difference in the third

inequality. So c/21 = <^21^ —^122^·
Assume that the algorithm computes differences dfc-1,1 = ol-'i'i ~ ^fciY,2
c/fc-1,2 =

~ ^I-”n’i correctly. We will show that it can compute difference

®fci* ~ ^k2 ·

be the scenario for which

= maXres/flfci —C1I 2 }·

Then

^ki -

= max/a^L'i^i + /(fc-u),(A:,i), afci'1,2 + /(¿-i,2),(M)}
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max{min{/(A;_i,i)_(A:,i) — L{k-l,l), (k, 2 )i ^fc- 1,1 +^(A :- 1 ,1 ),(A:,1 ) ~

=
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<^k-l , 2 “ i (it - l, 2),(fc,2) } )

m m {a ^ i'i_2 + l{k-l, 2), (k, l) ~ O-k- 1 , 1 ~ L(k-l,l),(k,2), ^(fc-l,2),(A:,l) - l(/:-l,2),(i:,2)}}

Consider (¿¿j and

computed by the procedure.

4 l = ~^s, (k-l, l) + \ k - l , l ) , ( k , l ) - ^ ^ > ^ { h , { k - l , l ) + l ( k - l , l ) , ( k , 2 ) ^ Ls, {k-1, 2) + l { k - l , 2 ) , { k , 2 ) }

—

- L { k - l , l ) , { k , 2 ) J s , { k - l , l ) + \ k - l , l ) , ( k , l ) ~ L s , ( k - l , 2 ) ~ L(k- 1 , 2 ) , {k,2)}
= m İn { /(^ -_ ı,ı),(/;,ı) -

L{k-l, l), (k, 2)^ d k - 1 , 1 + l { k - l , l ) , ( k , l ) ~ l { k - l , 2 ) , { k , 2 ) }

—

-

[ ( k - l , l ) , { k , 2 ) i O ' k - l , i ~ *^k-h2 + h k - l , l ) , { k , l ) — L{ k - l , 2 ) , { k , 2 ) }

> m in{l(k-l,l),{k,l)

- L { k - l , l ) , ( k , 2 ) , ( >' k - l , l ~ ^ k - 1,2 + ^(fc-l,l),(*.l) “ 1(A:-1,2),(A:.2)}

d l l = ~^s,(k-l,2) + \ k - l , 2 ) , { k , l ) - m ax{7,_(*;_i,2) + l(k-l , 2) , (k, 2)· , L s , ( k - l , l ) + 1(*:-1.1),(A;,2)}

= min{7(fc_i_2),(A:,l) - L ( k - l , 2),{k, 2)i h , ( k - l , 2) + \ k - l , 2),(k,l) ~ L s , { k - l , l ) ~ 7(;t-l,l),(fc,2)}
= m in { 7 (/;_ i,2 ),(i,l) - i(A;-l, 2),(fc,2)) 4 - 1 , 2 + 7(fc-l,2),(A,l) ~ L { k - l , l ) , { k , 2) }
= min{7(A;_i,2),(A:,l)

- l { k - l , 2 ),(k, 2 ), ( ^ k - l S ~ * ^ k - l \ l + 7(l:-l,2),(A:,l) ~ I(fc-1,1),(A:,2)}

> min{7(fc_i,2),(A:,l)

- I ( i - 1 ,2),(A:,2) > « ? - 1,2~

+ 7(A:-1,2),(A;,1) ~ l(jt_i,i),(fc, 2) }

dki = m a x { 4 i,d ^ i}

So 4 i > o-ki ~ ^k2 ■ Since al'l^ — 0^2^ is the maximum difference, we have
4 i = Ofei* -

. □

Some of the 4 / ’s may turn out to be negative. Though the interval [0,4/]
does not make much sense in this case, this does not cause any problem as far
as the computations are concerned.

P ro p o sitio n 3.8 We can compute
the above procedure.

—4:2* ‘^‘^d

~ ^ ’j2

0{m) time using
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P ro o f
For each node, we make two comparisons, which takes constant time. After we
do the mirror version, total number of steps repeated is in 0{m). □
After we compute

and

—6^2*, we construct the following graph

in Figure 3.8, in which we check whether arc ( i l , j l ) is weak or not.

Scenario r ’ is constructed by setting the following arc lengths: /j,,i =

—

^ i2 i^ s, i 2

—

— 0

,

bj·^

bj2 Hji yt

— 0 , / j 1J i

=

'iiljl·, h l J 2

~

li2,jlJ ^i2,j2 = Ii2,j2·

E xam ple 2
As an example, we check whether arc (22,31) is a weak arc or not in the graph
in Figure 3.9.
We first would like to compute 022^ —

consider the subgraph in

Figure 3.10 generated by node s and layers 1 and 2.
We set the length of arcs (s, 1 1 ) and ( 1 1 ,22) at upper bounds and the lengths
of the remaining arcs at lower bounds and compute:
A2 —

+ ^11,22 —max{7s,ii + Lu ,21tL,i 2 + ii2,2i) = 26 —21 = 5
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[14.17]
[5,13)

[11.17]

[14.17]

[9.10]

Figure .3.9: 5 layered graph with width 2 in which we check if arc (22,31) is
weak

Figure 3.10: Subgraph generated by node s and layers 1 and 2
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Next we set the length of arcs (s, 12) and (12,22) at upper bounds and the
lengths of the remaining arcs at lower bounds and compute:
d22

— ^s,i2 + / 12,22 —max{/i,i2 +

L u ,2 i-,L s ,n

+ lii, 2i} = 27 —22 = 5

We pick the maximum difference:
<¿22 = m a x { d 22) i/22}

and set /5,22 = 5 and

21

— ^

= 0.

Next we would like to find 63I' —

■ We first consider the subgraph in

Figure 3.11 generated by node t and layers 4 and 5.

Figure 3.11: Mirror version of the subgraph generated by node t and layers 4
and 5
We do the same computations and find that
/«,41

¿4 1

= 3 and

¿42

= 12. We set

= 3 and it 41 = 0 and /¡,42 = 12 and /¿ 42 = 0. We shrink the graph, add

layer 3 and obtain the graph in Figure 3 . 12 .
This time we find that c/31 = 5. We set /31,1 = 5 and 1^ 2 ,t — 0· We consider the
small graph in Figure 3.13 and decide if there exists a longest path using arc
(22,31) in this graph.
Since the longest path uses arc (22,31), we conclude that this arc is weak. In
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Figure 3.12: Mirror version of the subgraph shrunk between node t and layer
4

Figure 3.13; Final graph in which we check whether arc (22,31) is weak or not
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fact, there are two weak paths using this arc. One i s s - > - l l —+ 2 2 - 31
41 —> 52 ^ t and the other one is s —>· 12 —> 22 ^ 31 ^ 41 —> 52 —»· t.

3.2

Strong Arcs

We shall now investigate the strong arc problem on layered graphs, and modify
the procedures we have presented for the weak arc problem to solve the strong
arc problem.

3.2.1

A rcs Incident at N od es s and t

We first modify the algorithm we have given to check whether arcs (s, lA:) for

k = 1 , 2,

and {mk,t) for k = 1,2 ,..,w are weak or not to check whether

the same arcs are strong. The procedure is changed to answer the question
whether arc (s, 1 1 ) is strong or not.
We will start with the scenario in which the lengths of all arcs that can possibly
be on a path with (s, 1 1 ) are set at their lower bounds and the lengths of the
remaining arcs are set at their upper bounds. We try to obtain a scenario in
which no longest path uses arc (s, 1 1 ). So at each iteration, we set the lengths
of arcs that can possibly be on a path that is longer than all paths using arc
(s, 1 1 ) to their upper bounds. Since this is equivalent to checking whether any
of the remaining arcs is weak or not, favoring paths that use arc (s, 1 1 ) in case
of equalities, we do not give a separate procedure here, the procedure we have
given for weak arc problem can be used.

3.2.2

In term ed iate A rcs

Next, we give a trivial necessary condition for an intermediate arc to be strong
in a layered graph, which can be checked using the above procedure.
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is strong in a layered graph, then it is strong

in the subgraph generated by node s, layers 1 up to i and node j \ , and it is
strong in the subgraph generated by node il, layers j up to m and node t.
Now, we consider the strong arc problem on an m layered network with width
2.

All results we obtained for the weak arc problem are modified for the strong

arc problem.
P ro p o sitio n 3.10 Arc

is a strong arc if and only if there exists a

longest path using this arc for the scenario r*, in which
0^2}

Pjl — 6j 2 = minre5 {6ji — 6^2}

—^¿2 ~ iniiiresion ~

length of arc (fl, j l ) is at its

lower bound and the lengths of arcs {H ,j2 ),{i2 ,jl) and (i2,j2) are at upper
bounds.
P ro o f
If arc

is a strong arc, then it is on a longest path for scenario r*.

If arc

is on a longest path for scenario r* then the following inequalities

hold:
+ ¿'IJl +
^¿1

+ hl,jl +

~
“

~
®i'2

— b'j2 = iiljl +

~ ^«1P2 ~ Pj2 > 0

Eji = l i l j l + ^¿1 “

“ ^i'2,jl —

- aH - 7,2,2 For anarbitrary scenario

>0

r, we know:
-T.*
«¿1 - «¿2 < «¿1 - ^¿2

(4 )

<

(5 )

-

¿^2

П ■ > iiljl

(6 )

г^ Ij2. < h l J 2

(7 )

F
. < li2,jl
^2,jl

(8 )

F
. < 7,2J2
‘ i2j2

(9 )

kl,j2 ~

(3)

(1 )
^

(2 )
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Inequalities (1), (5), (6) and (7) imply that:
hl,jl +

~ ^il,j2 ~

—0

inequalities (2), (4), (6) and (8) imply:
^iljl + «¡1 —

—0^2 > 0

and finally inequalities (3), (4), (5), (6) and (9) imply that:
“ ^i2 - ^2,j2 -

^ 0

So, for any scenario r, there exists a longest path using arc (¿1,^1). So (¿1,^1)
is a strong arc. □
To check whether arc

is a strong arc or not, we need to find the scenario

r*. Similar to the work we have done for weak arcs, from this point on, we will
only look for a scenario 7’,iin which

= minre 5 {a^i —«■’j}. To do this,

it is enough to consider the subgraph generated by layers 1 up to i and node s.
Now, we will show that finding the scenario r,i is equivalent to finding a path
from node s to node il such that, the minimum difference a’^i ~o^i2 is attained
when the lengths of all arcs on this path are at lower bounds and the lengths
of the remaining arcs are at upper bounds.
P ro p o sitio n 3.11 Letp be the longest path from node s to node i\ for scenario
r,i. Consider the scenario r ', in which the lengths of all arcs on p are at lower
/
!
hounds and the remaining arcs are at upper hounds.
—aflf = ctn —0^2·

Proof
When we move from scenario rn to scenario r \ it is easy to show that path p
has the higher decrease in length, since no other path can have all arcs of p.
This proves that a-j —0^5 ^

~ ^¿2^· So at·^ — a ¿2 =

~ <^i2 ·

We developed a procedure similar to ComputeMaxDifference to find

—0,^2'
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Procedure ComputeMinDifference
for k = 2 to i do

/(fc-l,2),(A:,2)}
^ II

=

L,(k-1,2) +

L{k-l,2),(k,l) -

+ ~^{k-l,2),(k,2)Js,{k-l,l) +

L{k-l,l),{k,2) ~ ^ ^ ^ { L , { k - l , l )

+ ^(fc-l,l).(fc,l))^s,{fc-l,2) +

kk-l,l),{k,2)}

dki = min{4i,d^-i}
is,k l ~ ^kl

^s,k2 —0

3·

dk2

— L·,{k-l.l)

+

^(ife-l,2),(fc,l)}
== L·,{k-l,2) + k k - l, 2) ,( k, 2) ~

+ ^(fc-l,2),(i:,l),

+

dk2 - m m { d \ 2 , d l 2 ]

4· is,¿2 = dk2
~h,kl

= 0

Proposition 3.12

The above procedure computes

a-f —

Proof
The proof is done by induction on k.
Let k = 2 and 1 = 1. We have two paths from node s to node (21). Consider
scenario r 2i. In this scenario, the arcs on one of the paths from s to 21 are
set at lower bounds and the remaining arcs are at upper bounds. Consider the
below equalities:
^21 ~ i i . n + i l l , 21 ~ n i ^ ^ { i i , l l + i l l , 225 i s , 12 + i l 2 ,2 2 }

•^21 = is,12 + il2,2 1 ~ m ^ ^ { i s , 1 2 + i l 2 , 2 2 ) i s , l l + i l l , 2 2 }
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— niin{(i2i , (¿21 }

The first inequality computes the difference between the length of path s —>
11

—>■ 21 and the length of the longest path from s to 22 when the arcs on

path s

11

21

are at lower bounds and the remaining arcs are at upper

bounds. The second inequality does the same for the second path which is
s

12

—s- 2 1 . We pick the one with the minimum difference in the third

inequality. So (¿21 =

—0^22 ■

Assume that the algorithm computes differences (¿¿-iq =

~ *h'‘T i ’2

and dk- 1,2 = akTi 2 ~ “It"/'i correctly. We will show that it can compute
'•(•1
difference a[‘
Let r^i be the scenario for which alV — alo' =
kl
‘'W.
-k2
minre5 {<i - < 2}· Then
= minja^L'i^i + ¿ ( ¿ _ i , i ) , ( f c , i ) , +

I(;t-i.2).(A:,i)} - maxia^L'i i + ¿(;t_i,i),(fc,2), a I- 1,2 + ¿(fc-i,2),(U)}· This is equivalent
to

= min{/(/._i,i)_(^_i) - ¿(fc-i,i),(M)> ^¿-i.i + L(k-i,i),{k,i) ~ <^k-i,2 ~

/(A:-l,2),(fc,2)>«fc-l,2 + l(f c -l,2 ),(l;,l) ~ ^1-1,1 “ ^(A:-1,1),(A:,2)> l(A:-l,2),(fc,l) “

Consider dll
<^ll

^(¿-1,2),(fc,2)} ·

computed by the procedure.

= L,{k-l,l) + l{k-l,l),(k,l) -

+

¿(i:-l,l),(fc,2),

L,{k-l,2) + ¡(k-l,2),(k,2)}

= min{l(fc_i_i),(fc,i) - ¿(l:-l,l),(fc,2),ii,(A;-l,l) + l{k-l,l),(k,l) - h,{k-l,2 ) - /(fc-l,2),(fc,2)}
= ^^Hl{k-l,l),(k,l) - ^(fc-l,l),(fc,2))^fc-l.l + L(k-l,l),(k,l) -\k-l,2),{k,2)}
= m ^ H k k - l , l ) , ( k , l ) - VV -- ia- 7) ,- /( / : , 2 )' , aAI, —i "Xu, X - «I-"u
2 + /- {fc
n,
y . . - l,l),(M ) -^(A:-l,2),(fc,2)}
< m in {f(;i._i_i)_(fcj) — i(k--i,l),(k,2)y<^k-l,l
~ H - 1 , 2 + i(*:-l,l),(A:,l) ‘ V
........... ....................................................-

l , 2),(M)} )

= L,(it-1,2) + l(A :-l,2 ),(it,l) “ m ax{l5_(^_i_2) + ¿(A:-1,2),(A:,2), ^5,(fc-l,l) + ^(fc-l,l),(A;,2)}
=

m in {l(t_ i_ 2 ),(A :,l) ~ ^(¿-l,2),(A:,2),ii,(jk-l,2) + 1(1:-1,2),(A:,1) “
=

m in {/ (i._i_2 ),(i:,l) -

= n iin {l(i_ i^ 2 ),(it,l) -

K , { k - l , l ) ~ ^(fc-l,l),(fc,2)}

l(k-l,2),(ka)idk-\,2 + l(fc-l,2),(fc,l) ~ ^ ( f c - l , l ), (M )}

V - 1 . 2 ) ,( f c .2 ) ,

-

« K ’l + l(fc-l,2 ),(l:,l) “ ^ (* -l,l),(fc,2 )}

< min{/(i._i,2),(i,l) - \k-l,2),{k,2)^akl\,2 - «Jt-1,1 + 1(1;- 1,2),(A:,1) “ ^(fc-1,!),(*,2)}
4 i = m in {(f;[. i,(ft i}
=

mm{l_f^k-i,i),{k,i) ~ ^(A.-i,i),(fc,2), 4 - i , i + L{k-i,i),(kA) ~ ^(¿-i,2),(fc,2),
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So dk\ <
. □

■ Since aW'·
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L{k-l,2),(k,l) ~ i(k-l ,2),{k, 2)}

is the minimum difference, dki =

P ro p o sitio n 3.13 We can compute a'¡{^ — a\2 and

~oLk2

in 0{m ) time

using the above procedure.

We can compute

—a''-2 and

—6^2^ using the above procedure. Scenario

r* is constructed by setting the following arc lengths: ls,n =
0) ij\,t

— bj\

bj2 , ij2,t — 0) iiljl — It'ipi)

—0^2%/3,¿2 =

— hl,j2) ^:2,jl ~ h'2,jl) ^i2,j2 ~ h'2,j2·

C hapter 4
M inim um Spanning Tree
P roblem with Interval D ata
In this chapter, we consider the minimum spanning tree problem with interval
edge costs. We figure out if there exists a spanning tree which is minimum
for all realizations. We also determine if there exists a realization for which a
given spanning tree is minimum. We define two robustness measures. Then
we investigate which edges are on minimum spanning trees for all realizations,
and which edges are on a minimum spanning tree for no realization.
Let G = (V ,E ) be an undirected graph with n nodes. Each edge (i,j) has
cost C{j G

No probability distribution is assumed for edge costs, c^·

denotes the cost of edge (¿, j) in scenario s. We denote by c,j an arbitrary cost
for edge (i,j) in [ci^,c,j].
r denotes the set of all spanning trees. We denote the cost of spanning tree T
in scenario s by Cy.

denotes the cost of spanning tree T when the costs of

all edges on this tree are at lower bounds and

ct

denotes the cost of spanning

tree T when the costs of all edges on this tree are at upper bounds.
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4.1

S p an n in g Trees

First we analyze spanning trees. We define permanent, weak and robust trees
and derive some results for them.

4.1.1

P erm a n en t Trees

We first investigate whether there exists a spanning tree which has a minimum
cost for all realizations of edge costs. We present a procedure to find such a
spanning tree if there exists one, when all edges have non degenerate costs.
D efin itio n 4.1 A spanning tree is a p e rm a n e n t tr e e if it is a minimum
spanning tree fo r all realizations of edge costs.
The following theorem characterizes permanent trees.
T h e o re m 4.1 A spanning tree is a permanent tree if and only if it is a
minimum spanning tree when the costs of all edges on this tree are at their
upper bounds and the costs of all other edges are at their lower hounds.
P ro o f
If a spanning tree is a permanent tree then it is one of the minimum spanning
trees for the stated realization by definition.
If a spanning tree

T

is minimum when the costs of all edges on T are at

their upper bounds and the costs of all other edges are at their lower bounds,
for an arbitrary spanning tree

T' E

"k
(i,j)eT\T'

F, we have:
^

{i,j)€TnT'

Qij +
(i,j)eT'\T

X^
(i,j)eTnT>

If we consider arbitrary values in the given intervals for the costs of edges
(i,j) E T DT',

we obtain:

X3
{i,j)eT\p'

X!y
{i,j)eTnT'

—

X]
ii,j)eT'\T

- d

Cij
X
^
(i,j)eTnT'
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Since E(.-,j)6T \r'c,i < E(i,i)eT\T'C.j and J2(i,j)eT'\T Qij < ^(i,j)eT>\T Cij, we have:

E

(i,i) 6 T \T '

So

ct

E

{i,j)eTnT'

< (¿,j)er'\T
E

E

Cij

(.j)e r n T '

< Cj·' for all realizations. Since T' is an arbitrary spanning tree, this is

true for all spanning trees in F. Thus, T is a permanent tree. □
P ro p o s itio n 4.1 Suppose there exists a permanent tree T .

Consider the

scenario in which all edge costs are at upper bounds. I f there exists a tree
T ' such that c j = Cji, then c^j = Cij for all (¿,j) G T '\T .

Moreover, a

spanning tree T ' with cr — Cj·' is a permanent tree if and only if c^j = Cij for
all { z , j ) e T \ T ' .
P ro o f
Suppose there exists a permanent tree T. Assume there exists a spanning tree
T' such that cj = Cj' and there exists an edge (i,j) € T '\ T whose cost is
non degenerate, that is c^j < Cij. By setting the cost of edge (i,j) to its lower
bound, we obtain a scenario in which cost of T' is less than the cost of T. This
contradicts that T is a permanent tree.
A spanning tree T' with c j =
for all realizations

ct

is also a permanent tree if and only if

= c^', which is equivalent to:
■'tj

(г,j)eτ\r'

{i,j)eTnT

{i,j)eT'\p

(»,i)epnT'

for all realizations. This holds if and only if:

L

Cij

[i,j)eT\T'

Since

ct

= E

{i,j)eT'\T

= Cj-i, we should have c^j = Cij for all (i,j) G T \ T. Then, the right

hand side of the inequality is a constant for all realizations. So the above
equality holds if and only if

= C{j for all (i,j) G T \T '. □

C o ro lla ry 4 .1 I f all edge costs are non degenerate, that is c^j < Cij for all
{i,j) G E and there exists a permanent tree, it is the unique minimum spanning
tree when the costs of all edges are at their upper bounds.
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C o ro lla ry 4 .2 I f all edge costs are non degenerate and there exists a
permanent tree, it is unique.

C o ro lla ry 4.3 I f there exists a permanent tree such that all edges on this tree
have non degenerate costs, then this is the unique permanent tree.

We have a procedure to find the permanent tree if it exists when all edge costs
are non degenerate.
P ro c e d u re F in d P e rm a n e n tT re e

1.

Set all edge costs at their upper bounds and find a minimum spanning
tree T.

2.

Check whether T is a permanent tree or not using Theorem 4.1. If T is a
perm.anent tree, it is the unique permanent tree. If it is not permanent,
then there exists no permanent tree.

4 .1 .2

W eak Trees

Next, we analyze spanning trees that have minimum costs for some realization
of edge costs. We give a characterization for such spanning trees and investigate
the case where there exists a permanent tree.

D efin itio n 4.2 A spanning tree is a w eak tre e if it is a minimum spanning
tree for some realization of edge costs.

The following theorem characterizes weak trees.

T h e o re m 4 .2 A spanning tree is a weak tree if and only if it is a minimum
spanning tree when the costs of all edges on this tree are at their lower hounds
and the costs of the other edges are at their upper bounds.
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P ro o f
If a spanning tree is minimum for the stated realization of edge costs, it is a
weak tree by definition.
If a spanning tree, T is a weak tree then there exists a scenario s for which

E

(■j)€T

4

<(.'.деТ'
E 4 vrer

Let T' be an arbitrary spanning tree in Г. We have:

E

4

(i,j)£T\T'

+ (i,])^TnT>
E
^ E
+(»',i)6TnT'
E
(¿j)eT '\T

When we set the costs of all edges in T П T' at their lower bounds, we still
have:

E

(i,j)eT\T'

+

E ^ij ^(¿j)eT
E '\T +(¿,i)6TnT'
E

(¿,i)6TnT'

When we consider the scenario in which the costs of all edges on Т are at lower
bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are at upper bounds, we obtain:

E e,; + (i'd)€TnT'
E

(¿d)6T\T'

<{iJ)€T'\T
E
+(tJ)€TnT'
E

Since T ' is picked arbitrarily, this is true for all spanning trees in Г. Thus T is
also a minimum spanning tree, when the costs of edges on T are at their lower
bounds and the costs of all other edges are at their upper bounds. □
We consider the case where there exists at least one permanent tree in the
graph.

P ro p o s itio n 4.2 If there exists a permanent tree T, then a spanning tree T '
is a weak tree if and only if c j = c^, in scenario s in which the costs of all
edges on T are at their upper bounds and the costs of all other edges are at
their lower bounds.

P ro o f
If c j = cf, for scenario

then T' is a minimum spanning tree for this scenario.
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Thus T ' is a weak tree.
If T ' is a weak tree, then T' is a minimum spanning tree when the costs of
all edges on T' are at lower bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are
at upper bounds. So we have:

E

E

(i,j)eT\T'

E ^iJ+{i,j)eTnT>
E

(ij)€TnT'

(i,j)eT'\T

When we set the costs of edges in T O T ' at upper bounds, we still have:
Xj
(¿.i)€T\T'

T

~
(¿,i)6 T n T '

^ij T
(i,j)€T'\T

X^

Qij

(¿,j)GTnT'

So c j = dp,. □

Corollary 4.4 I f there exists a permanent tree T , and if cj· < Cj, YT' G F,
in scenario s in which the costs of all edges on T are at upper bounds and the
costs of all other edges are at lower bounds, then no other tree can be weak.

4 .1 .3

R o b u st Trees

We define two robustness measures, absolute robustness and relative robustness
for the minimum spanning tree problem with interval edge costs, and
characterize the worst case scenarios for a given spanning tree for both
measures.
Let S denote the set of all possible scenarios.

Definition 4.3 Giveji a spanning tree T, the absolute worst case scenario
Sp is the scenario in ‘which the cost of this spanning tree is the maximum. That
is, Sp = argm axjgscf.
Similar to what we had for the absolute robust longest path problem, the
absolute worst case scenario for a given spanning tree corresponds to the
scenario in which all edges on this spanning tree are at upper bounds.
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D efin itio n 4.4 The spanning tree whose cost is the minimum for the absolute
worst case scenario is called an a b so lu te ro b u st sp a n n in g tre e . So absolute
robust spanning tree T “ = arg m injgr maxsg5 cf = arg m inrgr

·

Kouvelis and Yu [4] have also studied the absolute robust spanning tree
problem, where the scenario set is finite, and they have shown that the absolute
robust spanning tree problem is NP-complete for bounded scenario set and
strongly NP-hard when the scenario set is unbounded. In case of interval edge
costs, the absolute worst case scenarios for all spanning trees correspond to the
scenario in which all edge costs are at upper bounds. Thus, the absolute robust
spanning tree problem with interval edge costs can be solved in polynomial time
by finding a minimum spanning tree when all edge costs are at upper bounds.

D efin itio n 4.5 Given a spanning tree T, the re la tiv e w orst case scenario
Sy is the scenario in which the difference between the cost of the spanning
tree T and the cost of the minimum spanning tree is the maximum. That is,
Sy = argm ax^gscf —

where T*{s) is the minimum spanning tree for

scenario s. We call the difference d j — cff —

the ro b u st d ev ia tio n for

spanning tree T .

D efin itio n 4.6 The spanning tree whose robust deviation is the minimum is
called a re la tiv e ro b u st sp a n n in g tre e . In other words, a relative robust
spanning tree T ’’ = arg mincer dy = arg minxgr max^gs cff —

We know that an absolute robust spanning tree is a weak tree. The below
proposition states that a relative robust spanning tree is also a weak tree.

P ro p o s itio n 4 .3 A relative robust spanning tree is a weak tree.

Proof
Let T be a spanning tree which is not weak. Consider the spanning tree T
which is a minimum spanning tree for the scenario in which the costs of all
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edges on T are at lower bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are at
upper bounds. Then cq- > Cj·' for all scenarios. Consider the scenario s which
is the relative worst case scenario for spanning tree T ' . We have:
^7
C lr p i

—

S

S

C rj-,1

^

S

S

~

rn.3/X S

S

~ J

So T cannot be a robust spanning tree. □
The following proposition states a relative worst case scenario for a given
spanning tree.

Proposition 4.4 The relative worst case scenario for spanning tree T is the
scenario in which the costs of all edges on T are at upper bounds and the costs
of all other edges are at lower hounds.

Proof
Let dr be the robust deviation for spanning tree T. Then:
5
cL7'j' — c<-j>

S

^T*(4) =

E

C - —

(¿,i)6T\r*(4 )

E

(<u)6T*(4 )\T

Let s be the scenario in which the costs of all edges on T are at their upper
bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are at their lower bounds. We
have:
d'T <
Since

X)
Cij —
X
C-j — Cy (¿j)eT\T*(4 )
(¿j)eT*(4 )\T
we have:
d j < Cy —

Since dx = max^'g^Cj —

< c^ —

we have dx = c^ —

So s is a relative

worst case scenario for spanning tree T. □
Kouvelis and Yu [4] have also proved that relative robust spanning tree problem
is NP-complete for bounded number of scenarios and is strongly NP-hard
with unbounded number of scenarios. They conjecture that the problem with
interval edge costs is also NP-complete.
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4.2

E d ges

We next analyze the problems of deciding whether a given edge is always on
a minimum spanning tree, or whether a given edge is never on a minimum
spanning tree and give characterizations to solve both problems in polynomial
time.

4.2.1

W eak E dges

D efinition 4.7 An edge is a w eak edge if it lies on some weak tree.

The following theorem gives a characterization of weak edges.
T h e o re m 4.3 Edge (i,;) is a weak edge if and only if there exists a minimum
spanning tree using edge (f, j) when the cost of edge (i,j) is at its lower hound
and the costs of the remaining edges are at upper bounds.
P ro o f
If there exists a minimum spanning tree that uses edge (i,j) for the above
scenario, then edge {i.j) is weak by definition.
Consider Kruskal’s algorithm [1 ] which sorts all edges in nondecreasing order
of their costs, and defines a set LIST, which is the set of edges chosen as part
of the minimum spanning tree. Initially, the set LIST is empty. The algorithm
examines the edges in the sorted order one by one and checks whether adding
the edge currently examined to the set LIST creates a cycle with the edges
already in LIST. If it doesn’t, it is added to LIST, otherwise this edge is
discarded. In case of ties, the algorithm favors edge (i,j). The algorithm stops
when there are n —1 edges in LIST. Let Efj be the set of edges preceding edge
{i,j) in the sorted set of edges for scenario s in which the cost of edge (i,j) is
at its lower bound and the costs of the other edges are at upper bounds. Let
s' be another scenario and E-j be the set of edges preceding edge (i,j) in the
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,
sorted set for scenario s . It is easy to show that Efj C E-j for any scenario s .
If (i,j) is not on a minimum spanning tree for scenario s, then either the size
of LIST reaches n —1 before edge (i, j) is examined or adding edge {i,j) to the
LIST results in a cycle. We consider the second case only, since in both cases,
adding (i,j) into LIST results in a cycle. Let C denote this cycle. If there
were a scenario in which it would be possible to add edge (i,j) to LIST, then
there would be at least one edge {k, 1) € C, which wouldn’t be added to LIST.
This could be possible only if adding edge (A;, /) to the LIST would result in
another cycle C' . But this implies that when we add (i,j) to the list we get
another cycle C " = {C U C')\{kH). So it is not possible to find a scenario in
which there exists a minimum spanning tree that uses edge (i,j). Thus edge
{i,j) is not weak. □

4.2 .2

S tron g E dges

D efin itio n 4.8 An edge is a stro n g edge, if it lies on a minimum spanning
tree for all realizations of edge costs.

Below, we give a characterization for strong edges.

T h e o re m 4.4 Edge {i,j) is a strong edge if and only if there exists a minimum
spanning tree using edge (?, j ) when the cost of edge {i,j) is at its upper bound
and the costs of the remaining edges are at lower bounds.

P ro o f
If edge (¿,j) is a strong edge, then it lies on a minimum spanning tree for the
above scenario by definition.
Assume that edge (z,;) is not strong. Then there exists at least one scenario
for which edge (z,j) does not lie on any minimum spanning tree. Thus in
considering that scenario, adding (z,j) to LIST creates a cycle, C.

Let s

denote this scenario and E-j denote the set of edges that precede edge (z,;)
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in the sorted set for this scenario. If we set the cost of (i, j) to its upper
bound and the costs of the remaining edges at their lower bounds and call this
scenario s' and denote the edges that precede edge (i,j) in the sorted set for
this scenario by E-j, we get E-j C E-j. For scenario s , for (i , j ) to be added
to LIST, there should exist an edge (k,l) € C that could not be added to
LIST, this implies that adding edge {k,l) to LIST creates another cycle C '.
Using the above argument, we see that adding edge (¿, j ) to LIST will result in
a cycle. So edge (i, j) cannot lie on a minimum spanning tree for scenario s '. □
The next proposition considers the case in which there exists at least one
permanent tree.
P ro p o s itio n 4.5 If there exists a permanent tree then an edge is strong if and
only if it lies on a permanent tree.
P ro o f
If an edge lies on a permanent tree, then it is strong.
Suppose there exists a permanent tree T in the graph. Suppose edge

is

not on a permanent tree and assume it is a strong edge. Consider the scenario
in which the costs of all edges on spanning tree T are at lower bounds and the
costs of the remaining edges are at upper bounds. Since (i,j) is a strong edge,
there exists a spanning tree T' which uses edge (i,j) and which is a minimum
spanning tree for this scenario. Then we have:
y ]
Qmn T
Lmn
(m,n)6T\T'
(m,n)6TnT'

Since r

^ y
C-mn d"
^ ]
Qmn
(m,n)€T'\T
(m,n)^Tr\T>

is a permanent tree, we should have

= Cmn for all edges

(m ,n) G T '\T and for all edges (m ,n) G T \T '.

Then for all realizations,

we have cy = c^/. This implies that T' is also a permanent tree. But this
contradicts that edge [i,j) does not lie on any permanent tree. So (¿, j ) is not
a strong edge. □
We next give a characterization of strong edges using unionwise permanent
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sets. We conclude that all spanning trees in a minimum unionwise permanent
set share all strong edges, and there exists a relative robust spanning tree in
the minimum unionwise permanent set. We assume that all edges have non
degenerate costs.

Definition 4.9 A set of spanning trees is a unionwise permanent set if for
each realization there exists a minimum spanning tree in this set.

Definition 4.10 A unionwise permanent set is a minimum unionwise
permanent set if it is no longer a unionwise permanent set when a spanning
tree is removed.

Lemma 4.1 There exists no scenario for which a given weak tree is the unique
minimum spanning tree if and only if this spanning tree is not the unique
minimum spanning tree when the costs of all edges on it are at their lower
bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are at their upper hounds.

Proof
Since the spanning tree is not the unique minimum spanning tree for any
scenario, it won’t be the unique minimum spanning tree for the stated scenario.
If a spanning tree T, is not the unique minimum spanning tree when the costs
of all edges on T are at lower bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are
at upper bounds, there exists another spanning tree T ' such that
- 1.;

-«i ~

(i,j)eT\T'

{i,j)eTnT'

-*i
(i,j)eT'\T

{i,j)eTr\T>

For arbitrary costs of edges in T fi T', we have:
c,j +
(.•j)eT \T '

X]

Cij =

(¿,;)ern r'

Cij +
(«•,j)eT'\T

Y2

<'U

(i,i)eT nT '

Then:
Y2 ,
(i,j)eT\T'

that is

ct

T

—
(i,j)€TnT'

Y1
(i,j)eT>\T

^'3

X^

Cij

(i,j)eTnT'

> Cy/ for all scenarios, so T can never be the unique minimum

spanning tree. □
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L em m a 4.2 In any graph, there exists at least one spanning tree which is the
unique minimum spanning tree for some scenario.

Proof
Assume no such spanning tree exists. Pick an arbitrary spanning tree Ti. From
the proof of the previous proposition, it follows that there exists a spanning
tree T 2 7^ Ti such that cj\ >

for all scenarios. Since T 2 is not the unique

minimum spanning tree for any scenario, there exists another spanning tree
Tz i=- T 2 ,T i such that cj·, >

ct^

for all scenarios. Repeating this argument for

all spanning trees in the graph, since no spanning tree can be repeated (it is
not possible for two spanning trees to have the same costs for all scenarios,
since by perturbing the cost of an edge which is on one of the spanning trees,
but not both, we can have different costs), and the number of spanning trees
is finite, we end up with a sequence of spanning trees:
CT, > CT2 >

CTj ...

> CTfc

where k is the number of spanning trees in the graph.
inequalities hold for all realizations,

Since the above

is a permanent tree. But a permanent

tree is the unique minimum spanning tree when the costs of all edges are at
upper bounds. This contradicts that no spanning tree is the unique minimum
spanning tree for any scenario. □

L em m a 4.3 I f a spanning tree T is never the unique minimum spanning tree,
there exists a spanning tree T such that

ct

> Op/ for all scenarios and T is

the unique minimum spanning tree for some scenario.

Proof
If T is not the unique minimum spanning tree for any scenario, there exists
another spanning tree T such that c^ > c^/ for all scenarios. If T ^ T is
the unique minimum spanning tree for some scenario, we are done. Assume
not, then there exists another spanning tree T" ^ T ' , T such that Op> > Cy"
for all scenarios. If we repeat this argument, we will end up with a sequence
of spanning trees that are not the unique minimum spanning trees for any
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scenario. Again, since no spanning tree can be repeated , and the number of
spanning trees is finite, we will either find a unique minimum spanning tree
and stop or we will enumerate all spanning trees. Since there exists at least one
spanning tree which is the unique minimum spanning tree for some scenario,
we will stop with a unique minimum spanning tree in any case. □
Now we give a characterization for minimum unionwise permanent set and
show that it is unique.

Theorem 4.5 Let P' be the set of spanning trees each of which is the unique
minimum spanning tree luhen the costs of all edges on this spanning tree are
at their lower bounds and the costs of the remaining edges are at their upper
bounds. Then, P' is the minimum unionwise permanent set.

Proof
Assume P' is not a unionwise permanent set. Then there exists a scenario s,
for which no spanning tree in P' is minimum. Then there exists a spanning
tree T € P\P* such that Cy <

VT,· G P'. But since T G P \P ', there exists

a spanning tree

ct

Tj

G P' such that

>

ctj

for all scenarios. This contradicts

that cost of T is smaller than the costs of all spanning trees in P'. So P' is a
unionwise permanent set.
P' is minimum since any spanning tree in P' is the unique minimum spanning
tree for some scenario. □

Corollary 4.5 P* is a unionwise permanent set if and only ifV' C P*.
Corollary 4.6 The minimum unionwise permanent set is unique.
Proposition 4.6 An edge is strong if and only if all spanning trees in the
minimum unionwise permanent set share that edge.

Proof
If an edge {i,j) is strong it is on a minimum spanning tree for all scenarios.
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Since each spanning tree in the minimum unionwise permanent set is the unique
minimum spanning tree for some scenario, {i,j) should lie on all of them.
If an edge (i,j) is shared by all spanning trees in the minimum unionwise
permanent set, then it is on a minimum spanning tree for all scenarios, thus it
is strong. □

P ro p o s itio n 4.7 There exists a relative robust spanning tree in the minimum
unionwise permanent set

P ro o f
Assume none exists. Then there is a relative robust spanning tree T € F \r h
Since T is not the unique minimum spanning tree for any scenario there exists
a spanning tree T ' € F' such that

ct

>

for all scenarios. Consider the

relative worst case scenario for spanning tree T'. we have:
s ' ,

^ T _

S

r

,

<

^ T'

_

^ T'

The left hand side of the inequality is equal to the worst case deviation for
spanning tree T \ and the right hand side of the inequality is less than or equal
to the worst case deviation for spanning tree T. That is, dy' < dy. Since
spanning tree T is a relative robust spanning tree, this inequality holds as an
equality and T' is also a relative robust spanning tree. □

C o ro llary 4.7 There exists a relative robust spanning tree which uses all
strong edges.

C hapter 5
Single M achine Scheduling w ith
Interval D ata
In this chapter, we consider the scheduling problem on a single machine with
the total flow time criterion, where processing times are given as intervals. We
investigate if there is a schedule which is optimal for all realizations. Then,
we analyze which schedules can be optimal for some realizations.

We also

consider the positions of jobs in schedules. We And if a job is assigned the same
position in optimal schedules for all realizations or if a job is assigned a given
position in an optimal schedule for some realization. We use this information
for preprocessing relative robust scheduling problem, which has been studied
by Daniels and Kouveils [3].
Let J denote the set of jobs to be scheduled. There are n jobs to be scheduled.
Processing time of job i is p,; G [PpP,·]· We do not assume any probability
distribution for the processing times. We assume that all jobs are ready at
time 0. Given a scenario of processing times, a schedule solves the problem if
and only if it is a shortest processing time (SPT) schedule.
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5.1

S ch ed u les

We characterize permanent and weak schedules in this section. The relative
robust scheduling problem has been studied by Daniels and Kouvelis [3].

5.1.1

P erm a n en t S ch ed u les

We first consider schedules that are optimal for all realizations of processing
times.

D efin itio n 5.1 /1 schedule is a p e rm a n e n t schedule if it is an SP T schedule
for all realizations.

P ro p o s itio n 5.1 .4 schedule a — (cti, <72,
only ifp„. < p^

cr„) is a permanent schedule if and

for i — 1 , 2 . ,.,n — 1 , where

is the index of the job which

is assigned the ith position in the schedule a.

P ro o f
If p^. < p^

for i — 1 , 2 ,.., n —1 , then schedule a will be an SPT schedule for

all realizations.
If there exists i such that p^ > p

, by setting the processing time of job

(7 ,· at its upper bound and the processing times of the remaining jobs at lower
bounds, we obtain a scenario in which job (Jj+i precedes job cr,· in all SPT
schedules. So a cannot be a permanent schedule. □.
So we can check whether there exists a permanent schedule or not using the
above proposition.

C o ro lla ry 5.1 I f all jobs have non degenerate processing times and there exists
a permanent schedule, it is unique.
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5.1 .2

W eak S ch ed u les

We next investigate schedules that are optimal for some realizations of
processing times.

D efin itio n 5.2 A schedule, is a w eak schedule if it is an S P T schedule for
some realization.

Below is a trivial proposition that characterizes weak schedules.

P ro p o s itio n 5.2 .4 schedule a — (cJi, ct2,

<7„) is a weak schedule if and only

if for each job cr,· there exists p^. G

such that p^· <

for all

i = 1 , 2 ,.., n — 1 .

C o ro lla ry 5 .2 I f there exists p G [p.,pf\ for all i = 1,2, ..,n , then all schedules
are weak.

5.1 .3

R o b u st S ch ed u les

We first give a definition for the relative robust schedule and then list some of
the results by Daniels and Kouveils [3].
Let S denote the set of all scenarios.

D efin itio n 5.3 The rela tiv e w orst case scenario s^ for a given schedule
a, is the scenario for which the difference between the total flow time for
that schedule and the total flow time for an S P T schedule for that scenario
is the maximum. That is, s^· — arg max^gs Q —

where <r*(s) denotes an

S P T schedule for scenario s and Cj denotes that total flow time of schedule a
in scenario s. This maximum difference is called the ro b u s t d e v ia tio n for
schedule a.
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Definition 5.4/1 relative robust schedule is the schedule whose robust
deviation is minimum.

Daniels and Kouvelis [3] prove that a relative robust schedule is a weak
schedule. They also show that in the relative worst case scenario for a schedule,
all processing times are at bounds. Then they prove that the problem is NPhard for the case of discrete scenarios, even when the number of scenarios is
2. But they do not provide any information for the case of interval processing
times.

5.2

A ssig n m en ts

We investigate if a given job is assigned the same position in an SPT schedule
for all realizations. Then we decide whether a given job is assigned a certain
position in an SPT schedule for some realization. We use this information to
preprocess the schedules for the relative robust scheduling problem.

5.2.1

W eak A ssig n m en ts

We investigate whether there exists a scenario in which job i assigned position
j in an SPT schedule or not.

Definition 5.5 Assignment of job i to position j is a weak assignment if
there exists a weak schedule in which job i is assigned position j .

Proposition 5.3 Assignment of job i to position j is a weak assignment if
and only if there exists p,· G [p-,Pi] such that there are j - 1 jobs with each job
k having p^ < p,· and n —j jobs with each job h having pi < Pf^.

Proof
If there exists such p,· G [p-,Pt], then we partition the set of jobs except job i
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into two sets, I~ and

such that j — 1 jobs with each job k having

are in I~ and n —j jobs with each job h having pi < Pf^ are in

< pi

Then there

exists an SPT schedule in which job i is assigned position j when processing
times of all jobs in I~ are at lower bounds, processing times of jobs in

are

at upper bounds and processing time of job i is at p,·.
If there exists a weak schedule in which job i is assigned position j , then there
exists Pi e \p-iPi] such that there are j — I jobs with each job k having pk < Pi
and n — j jobs with each job h having pi < ph- For this p,·, we have p^ < pi
for all j —1 jobs preceding job i and pi < p^ for all n —j jobs succeeding job i. □
Since a relative robust schedule is a weak schedule, each assignment in this
schedule is weak. So if an assignment is not weak, we can force the relative
robust schedule not to do this assignment.

5.2.2

S tro n g A ssig n m en ts

We next find out if for all realizations there exists an SPT schedule in which
job i is assigned position j.

D efinition 5.6 Assignment of job i to position j is a s tro n g assignm en t
if for all realizations, there exists an SP T schedule in which job i is assigned
position j .

Below, we characterize strong assignments and then show that there exists a
relative robust schedule in which all strong assignments are done.

P ro p o s itio n 5 .4 Assume that job i has a non degenerate processing time, that
is p. < Pi- Then, assignment of job i to position j is a strong assignment if
and only if there are j — I jobs with each job k having p^ < p. and n —j jobs
with each job h having p^ > Pi-
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P ro o f
If there exists such a partition of jobs except job i into two sets, I~ and /+
such that job ^ G / “ if and only if

< p. and job h ^ I'^ if and only if p^ > p,·,

then there exist SPT schedules in which all jobs in I~ will precede job i and
all jobs in

will succeed job i for all realizations.

If there does not exist such a partition, then either there are less than j — \
jobs with p^. < p., or there are at least j —1 jobs such that pf. < p., but for any
choice of j —1 jobs from these jobs, there exists a job / such that p^ < p,· among
the remaining jobs. In the first case by setting the processing time of job i to
lower bound and the processing times of remaining jobs at upper bounds, we
obtain a scenario in which job i is assigned an earlier position than position j
in all SPT schedules. So the assignment is not strong.
In the second case, by setting the processing times of j — 1 jobs with pj^ < p.
and the processing time of job i at upper bounds and the processing times of
the remaining jobs at lower bounds, we end up with a scenario in which in all
SPT schedules job i is assigned a later position compared to j, since for all
j — 1 jobs with Pf. < p., we have p,· > p. > pi^ and there exists a job I among
the remaining jobs such that p^ < p·. Thus the assignment is not strong. □
If assignment of job i to position j is strong then the relative robust scheduling
problem can be solved for jobs in I~ and jobs in /"'■ separately.

T h eo rem 5.1 i / assignment of job i to position j is strong, there exists a
relative robust schedule in which job i is assigned position j , all jobs in I~
precede job i and all jobs in

succeed job i.

P ro o f
Let (T be a relative robust schedule. Suppose there exists a job I such that
Pi < p. and job i precedes job /. Since <t is a weak schedule, we have pi = p..
Let a' be the schedule in which positions of jobs i and I are reversed. Let tt,·
denote the position of job i in schedule a and p,· denote the processing time of
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job i in scenario s. Consider the worst case scenario s' for schedule a '. Then:
r i = r i + (», - T.)(p‘· -

pH

/
/
Since Pi = p., Pi — Pi > 0 and since job i precedes job I in schedule a,
^ 0. So we have C® > C^,.
CS

^

/^5

(7 (5 ) —

/05

/05

^

Since the right hand side of the inequality is the robust deviation for schedule
a and the robust deviation for schedule a is greater than or equal to the left
hand side of the inequality, schedule a is also a relative robust schedule.
So there exists a robust schedule in which all jobs in I~ precede job f, since for
all jobs k £ I~ Vie have

< p., and all jobs in M succeed job i, since for all

jobs k E: M v/e have p^ >Pi- In this schedule job i will be assigned position j.
□

Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we investigated three problems, longest path problem on directed
acyclic graphs, minimum spanning tree problem and single machine scheduling
problem with total flow time criterion where the input data for all problems are
given as intervals. We approached the problems in two ways. We first defined
weak and permanent solutions and gave characterizations for these solutions.
Then we defined two robustness measures and derived some results for them.
In all problems, we saw that determining permanent and weak solutions help
us in finding robust solutions, so that two approaches are closely related with
each other.
We considered the longest path problem on directed acyclic graphs in
connection with project management.

We showed that finding weak and

permanent paths help us in determining critical activities. We also analyzed
arcs to distinguish activities that are critical for all realizations and activities
that are critical for some realizations. We saw that this analysis is not only
meaningful for project management, but also helpful to preprocess a given
graph for finding a relative robust path.
We extended these results to minimum spanning tree problem with interval
edge costs. We obtained stronger results in analyzing weak and strong edges
82
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compared to what we had for weak and strong arcs. We again concluded that
knowing weak and strong edges help us in finding a relative robust spanning
tree.
Finally, we investigated the single machine scheduling problem with total flow
time criterion where the processing times are interval numbers. We deflned and
characterized weak and permanent schedules. We also considered the positions
of jobs in optimal schedules, and showed that using such an analysis, we can
eliminate some of the schedules in searching for a relative robust schedule.
In all problems we have worked on, we saw that it is enough to consider
extreme scenarios, that is the scenarios in which all data are at bounds, to
find weak and permanent solutions. Moreover, the worst case scenarios for
both measures of robustness correspond to extreme scenarios. Another similar
result we obtained in all problems is that, if all intervals are non degenerate and
there exists a permanent solution, it is unique. We also observed that, robust
solutions are weak solutions for all problems. Also, we proved that there exists
a relative robust path which uses all strong arcs, there exists a relative robust
minimum spanning tree which uses all strong edges and there exists a relative
robust schedule which obeys all strong assignments.
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